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n the modern world, there is an increased need for language translation. Attempts of 

language translation are as old as computer themselves. Machine translation is the 

attempt to automate all, or part of the process of translating from one human 

language to another. 

 

The present work reports our attempt in developing a transfer-based machine translation 

system of English noun phrases into Arabic. English noun phrases are frequently used in 

scientific and technical documents. According to transfer approach of machine 

translation, the system consists of three main modules, responsible for analysis, transfer, 

and generation. The analysis component assigns grammatical structures to the input noun 

phrase by means of English grammatical rules and an English monolingual dictionary. 

The transfer component builds target language equivalents of the source language 

grammatical structures by means of a comparative grammar that relates every source 

language representation to some corresponding target language representation. This 

involves a bilingual dictionary. The generation component provides the target language 

translation. This involves the synthesis grammar rules of Arabic and an Arabic 

monolingual dictionary. 

 

A major design goal of this system is that it can be used as a stand-alone tool and can be 

very well integrated with a general machine translation system for English sentence. The 

system is implemented in Prolog and the parser is written in DCG formalism. Experiment 

on real noun phrases was performed. The thesis also described our experience with the 

developed machine translation system and reports results of its application on real titles 

of thesis and journals. 
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CHAPTER 1 
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ttempts at computer translation of human languages are as old as 

computer themselves. This chapter will briefly sketch some 

background on natural language processing and machine translation. 

Then the aim of the current work and the structure of this thesis are 

summarized .   

 

1.1 Overview 
 

The study of natural language has been an important area of artificial 

intelligence almost since the beginning of the field. Two main goals 

motivate AI work on natural language. One is the theoretical goal, and 

close to that of the linguist, namely, to discover how we use language to 

communicate. The other is technological goal, namely, to enable the 

intelligent computer interfaces of the future, where natural language 

becomes an important means for man-machine interaction. Luckily, 

progress toward one of these goals often is progress toward the other-a 

better theoretical understanding leads to more robust systems, and a better 

understanding of processing issues in actual applications suggests new 

goals and techniques of theoretical interest. The ultimate solution to 

language understanding must wait until  we can effectively model almost 

all aspects of human intelligence. Many applications, however, do not 

require full conversational capabilities or encyclopedic knowledge. For 

instance, a natural language interface that serves as a query language to a 

��
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database need only focus on questions and can limit the language it  

understands to concepts that arise in the database. On the contrary, 

machine translation (MT) is the attempt to automate all,  or part of the 

process of translating from one human language to another. It  is one of 

the oldest large-scale applications of computer science.  In today's 

increasingly networked world, the need for systems to translate documents 

to and from a variety of languages is expanding, for applications as 

diverse as: 

 

o Multilingual e-mail 

o Browsing (such as on the World Wide Web) texts in other languages 

o High-quality translation of business letters and reports 

o Translation of technical documents and articles 

o Speech-to-speech translation for business and travel. 

 

While useful MT technology is currently available, it  is not yet capable of 

providing both high-quality and wide-domain performance 

simultaneously.  For higher quality, the domain may be limited, and 

human assistance required while for wider domain, output quality may be 

sacrificed.  MT research continues to push the boundaries of this 

automation-quality-scope continuum.   

 

1.2 What is machine translation? 
 

 People who need documents translated often ask themselves whether they 

could use a computer to do the job. When a computer translates an entire 

document automatically and then presents it  to a human, the process is 

called machine translation (MT). When a human composes a translation, 

perhaps calling on a computer for assistance in specific tasks such as 

looking up specialized words and expressions in a dictionary, the process 

is called human translation. There is a gray area between human and 
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machine translation, in which the computer may retrieve whole sentences 

of previously translated text and make minor adjustments as needed. 

However, even in this gray area, each sentence was originally the result of 

either human translation or machine translation. We will reserve the label 

"machine translation" for the case when a computer performs both the 

initial translations of the sentences and subsequent manipulations. All 

else we will call "translator tools".  

 

1.3 The Translation Tripod 
 

Machine translation is highly appealing when its quality is acceptable for 

some purpose with little or no human revision. For machine translation to 

be appropriate, it  must be sitting on a stable "tripod" Such as the figure 1-

1. 

A translation project can be thought of as sitting on a tripod whose three 

legs (Kay, 1997) are the source text, the specifications, and the 

terminology. If any of the three legs is removed, the project falls down.  

 

Figure 1-1  the components of translation project 

 

Source text 
Obviously, no translation can be done without a source text (i .e.,  the 

document to be translated). But for machine translation, an additional 
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basic requirement is that the source text be available in machine-readable 

form. That is, it  must come on diskette or cartridge or tape or by modem 

and end up as a text file on your disk. A fax of the source text is not 

considered to be in machine-readable form, even if it  is in a computer 

file. A fax in a computer file is only a graphical image of the text, and the 

computer does not know which dots compose the letter a or the letter b. 

Conversion of a source text on paper or in a graphical image file to 

machine-readable form using imaged character recognition (ICR) is not 

usually accurate enough to be used without human editing, and human 

editing is expensive, adding an unacceptable cost component to the total 

cost of machine translation. Thus, for machine translation to be 

appropriate, it  is usually necessary to obtain the word processing or 

desktop publishing file from the organization that created the source text. 

But this is only one of many requirements.  

 

Specifications 

All translation projects have specifications. The problem is that they are 

seldom written down.   Specifications tell how the source text is to be 

translated. One specification that is always given is what language to 

translate into. But that is insufficient. Should the format of the target text 

(i .e.,  the translation) be the same as that of the source text or different? 

Who is the intended audience for the target text? Does the level of 

language need to be adjusted? In technical translation, perhaps the most 

important specification is what equivalents to use for technical terms. Are 

there other target texts with which this translation should be consistent? 

What is the purpose of the translation? If the purpose is just to get a 

general idea of the content of the source text, then the specifications 

would include "indicative translation only." An indicative translation is 

usually for the benefit of one person rather than for publication and need 

not be a high-quality translation. Thus,   publication-quality translations 

are high-quality translations (and are usually the result of human  
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translation), while indicative translations are low-quality translations (and 

are usually the result of  machine translation). These two types of 

translation are not normally in competition with each other, since a 

requester of translation will typically want one type or the other for a 

given document and a given set of specifications. Sometimes, the two 

types are complementary, such as when an indicative translation is used to 

decide whether or not to request a high-quality translation of a particular 

document. In this environment, an indicative translation may be requested 

for a number of documents, and, using the indicative translations, the 

requester may select one or two documents for publication quality 

translation. As previously mentioned, indicative translations are usually 

done using machine translation and high-quality translations are usually 

done using human translation. This fact reveals a basic difference between 

humans and computers. Humans, with proper study and practice, are good 

at producing high-quality translations but typically can only translate a 

few hundred words an hour to approximately a thousand words an hour, 

depending on such factors as the difficulty of the source text. Even with 

very familiar material, how fast they can type or dictate their translations 

limits human translators. Computers are good at producing low-quality 

translations very quickly. Some machine translation systems can translate 

tens of thousands of words an hour. But as they are "trained" by adding to 

their dictionaries and grammars, they reach a plateau where the quality of 

the output does not improve. By upgrading to a more powerful computer, 

the speed of translation improves but not the quality. By upgrading to a 

"more powerful" human translator, the quality of translation improves but 

not necessarily the speed. Here we have a classic case of a trade-off. You 

can have high speed or high quality but not both.  Indicative translation 

(high speed, low cost, but low quality) represents a new and growing 

market but does not substantially overlap with the existing market for 

publication quality translation. If,  on the more likely hand, your 

specifications include high-quality translation, then it  is not obvious that 
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machine translation is appropriate for your current translation job. Here 

quality would be measured by whether the target text is grammatical, 

accurate, understandable, readable, and usable. Usability can be measured 

by selecting tasks, such as maintenance operations, which can be 

accomplished by a source language reader with the help of the source text 

and seeing whether those same tasks can be performed by a target-

language reader with the help of the target text. Such measurements are 

notoriously expensive, but a skilled reviewer can accurately predict 

usability simply by studying the source  and target texts. A target-

language monolingual person can measure grammaticality, and 

understandability, and readability, which are progressively more stringent 

requirements. But accuracy requires the assistance of a skilled bilingual 

person who examines both the source and target texts. 

  

Terminology 
 

The treatment of terminology could have been included soley under 

specifications. But terminology is so important that the actual 

terminological database (also called a "termbase") supplied with a source 

text has been listed as a third essential component of a translation job. 

The aspect of terminology that does fit  under specifications is the 

requirement that the translation job use a certain termbase into order to 

achieve desired consistency. Let us explain what we mean by consistency. 

Translation requesters typically want the terminology in their translated 

documents to mesh closely with terminology in related documents. For 

example, a software company will want all revisions of a software manual 

to use the same terms as the original, to avoid confusing readers. 

Translation requesters should track all terminology relevant to a given 

document and deliver that terminology to the translation provider along 

with specifications and source text. The specification component of the 

job tells what appropriate termbase to use and, as is all  too common, tells 
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what to do if a source-text term is missing from the termbase. The 

terminology component of the job contains the termbase itself.   Now we 

can define an appropriate translation job (for a human or for a computer) 

as one that sits on a stable tripod. It  must include a source text (in 

machine-readable form if for machine translation); it  must include well-

defined follow the specifications; and it  must include any specified 

termbase. In addition, we can define an appropriate translation as a 

translation that combines the source text and the termbase in a way that 

matches the specifications. Note that we said "appropriate" translation, 

not "good" translation. A poor (low-quality) translation may be 

appropriate if the specifications include a requirement for a fast, 

indicative translation.  

1.4 Why Machine Translation Is Hard 
 

Many factors contribute to the difficulty of machine translation, including 

words with multiple meanings, sentences with multiple grammatical 

structures, uncertainty about what a pronoun refers to, and other problems 

of grammar. But two common misunderstandings make translation seem 

altogether simpler than it  is. First,  translation is not primarily a linguistic 

operation, and second, translation is not an operation that preserves 

meaning.  There is a famous old example that makes the first point well. 

Consider the sentence:  

 

The police refused the students a permit because they feared violence. 

 

Suppose that it  is to be translated into a language like Arabic in which the 

word for 'police' ('��������  ') is feminine. Presumably the pronoun that 

translates 'they' will also have to be feminine. Now replace the word 

'feared' with 'advocated'. Now, suddenly, it  seems that 'they' refers to the 

students and not to the police and, if the word for students ('�	
����  ') is 
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masculine, it  will therefore require a different translation. The knowledge 

required to reach these conclusions has nothing linguistic about it .  It  has 

to do with everyday facts about students, police, violence, and the kinds 

of relationships we have seen these things enter into. The second point is, 

of course, closely related. Consider the following question, "Where do 

you want me to put myself?" but it  is a very natural translation for a 

whole family of English questions of the form "Where do you want me to 

sit/stand/sign my name/park/tie up my boat?" In most situations, the 

English "Where do you want me?" would be acceptable, but it  is natural 

and routine to add or delete information in order to produce a fluent 

translation. Sometimes it  cannot be avoided because there are languages 

like French, as well as Arabic, In which pronouns must show number and 

gender, Japanese where pronouns are often omitted altogether, Russian 

where there are no articles, Chinese where nouns do not differentiate 

singular and plural nor verbs present and past, and German where 

flexibility of the word order can leave uncertainties about what is the 

subject and what is the object.  

 

1.5 The Traditional Structure of Machine Translation 

Systems 

 
While there have been many variants, most MT systems, and certainly 

those that have found practical application, have parts that can be named 

for the chapters in a linguistic textbook. They have lexical, 

morphological, syntactic, and possibly semantic components, one for each 

of the two languages, for treating basic words, complex words, sentences 

and meanings. Each feeds into the next until  the last one in the chain 

produces a very abstract representation of the sentence. There is also a 

'transfer' component, the only one that is specialized for a particular pair 

of languages, which converts the most abstract source representation that 

can be achieved into a corresponding abstract target representation. The 
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target sentence is produced from this essentially by reversing the analysis 

process. Some systems make use of a so-called 'interlingua' or 

intermediate language, in which case the transfer stage is divided into two 

steps, one translating a source sentence into the interlingua and the other 

translating the result of this into an abstract representation in the target 

language.  

  

1.6 Natural language processing 

 
Natural language processing (NLP) can be defined, in a very general way, 

as the discipline having as its ultimate, very ambitious goal that of 

enabling people to interact with machines using their "natural" faculties 

and skills. This means, in practice, that machines should be able to 

understand spoken or written sentences constructed according to the rules 

of some natural language, and should be capable of generating in reply 

meaningful sentence in this language. 

 

The task of NLP is that of accepting inputs in a human natural language, 

and to transform the inputs into some sort of formal statements that are to 

be "meaningful" for a computer. The computer will be, therefore, able to 

react correctly to the given input; sometimes, the reaction will take the 

form of a NL "answer," i .e.,  the computer will use the formal 

representation corresponding to the analysis of the input to generate, in 

turn, statements in natural language. NLP is characterized by the presence 

of some, very primitive and idiosyncratic indeed, form of "understanding" 

of the "meaning" of a given statement. As a consequence, we will exclude 

from the description of the NLP domain some trivial and purely passive 

forms of processing of NL inputs. Examples are the simple transfer on 

magnetic support of a spoken input through the use of a voice recorder, or 

the handling of inputs formed by single words, e.g., all  sort commands, 
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entered by a keyboard, or spoken through a voice recognition system. We 

consider, in fact that a real problem of "meaning" begins only when 

several words combine together inside a written string or an utterance. 

 

1.7 The standard paradigm for NLP 
 

While there have been many variants, the structure of most MT systems 

have parts that can be named for the chapters in a linguistic textbook. 

They have lexical, morphological, syntactic, and possibly semantic 

components, one for each of the two languages, for treating basic words, 

complex words, sentences and meanings. Each feeds into the next until  the 

last one in the chain produces a very abstract representation of the 

sentence. 

 

 

1.7.1 Source language analysis 
 

Natural language analysis is the process of mapping between a natural 

language text and a representation of its form and/or content. This 

representation can be a syntactic structure representation, a representation 

of the text’s prepositional meaning, a comprehensive interlingua text 

(consisting of unambiguous semantic propositions and 

discourse/pragmatic information) or some specialized representation 

geared at a particular application. In knowledge-based machine 

translation, the analysis stage is expected to produce a complete 

interlingua text. In essence, the quality of the translation depends up on 

the depth and quality of the analysis. Most transfer-based MT systems 

stop at a syntactic representation often augmented with semantic markers 

(such as case markers for verb arguments), although the trend is toward 

ever-deeper semantic analysis.  
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A comprehensive system of natural language analysis, such as an analysis 

module of a knowledge-based machine translation system, must include 

the following basic components: 

 

o Morphological analysis:  the decomposition of words into their 

uninflected root forms, performed at the word level. There are 

many morphological phenomena: almost all language has 

inflectional morphology; the majority has some form of 

derivational morphology. A number of general models of 

morphological processing have been investigated. At the 

theoretical level, the most popular approach to morphology is the 

so-called two-level approach (Koskenniemi 1983; Karttunen 

1983). In practical systems many other, less general and more 

language and task-specific approaches have been used.  

o Syntactic analysis: the extraction of all well-formed syntactic 

structures and dependencies for a source text, performed at the 

sentence level. In the MT environment, a grammar must be 

written for each source language, in one of the many current 

grammar formalisms, such as, for instance, Lexical Functional 

Grammar, Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar, Head-driven 

Phrase Structure Grammar, Definite Clause Grammar, Tree-

adjoining Grammar or Government-and-Binding-related 

Grammars. The use of a “canonical” formalism facilitates the use 

of a single grammar interpreter applicable to any language whose 

grammar is defined in the selected formalism.  

o Semantic analysis: the creation of the knowledge structures in a 

text-meaning representation language (interlingua in MT) that 

reflect the meanings of lexical units in the source text and 

semantic dependencies among them, performed at the sentence 

level but often having to take into account suprasentential 
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contexts. Semantic analysis procedures are typically developed 

for a particular domain (e.g. medicine, finance, and computers), 

though general, “common sense” semantic knowledge is also 

used. The existence of canonical formalisms for encoding world 

knowledge and text meaning enables the use of a single universal 

semantic interpreter with different knowledge source for each 

domain.  

o Pragmatic or discourse analysis: suprasentential analysis 

leading to the resolution of anaphors, ellided phrases, deixis, as 

well as the attribution of intent and speech acts. In its full form, 

discourse analysis leads to the creation of a text-meaning 

structure in a representation language with the various domain-

oriented and rhetorical relations among the elements of a text, 

including coreference of noun phrases and anaphors, causal and 

temporal relations, topic/comment structure and so forth. The 

state of the art in pragmatic and discourse analysis is not as well 

developed as the other three phases of language analysis.  
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1.7.2 Target language generation 
 

The process of natural language generation, in its unconstrained form, 

starts with the specification of the “need to communicate,” the 

prepositional goals for a target language text, and a pragmatic profile of 

the speech situation-knowledge about speaker/author (or, more generally, 

text producer), the hearer/reader (text consumer), the style of 

communication and so on. A generator then must perform the following 

tasks: 

 

o Content delimitation: The system must select which of the 

active prepositional and rhetorical goals should be overtly 

realized in text and which should be left for the human 

consumer to infer.  

o Text structuring: The system must determine the order of 

propositions and the boundaries of sentences in the target 

language text.  

o Lexical selection: The system must select open-class lexical 

units to be used in the target language text.  

o Syntactic selection: The system must select syntactic 

structures for the target language clauses and perform closed-

class lexical selection according to syntactic structure decision.  

o Constituent ordering:  The system must establish the order of 

syntactic constituents in a sentence.  

o Realization: the system must map from syntactic representation 

with lexical insertions into surface string.  
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1.8 Aim of the work 

 
The aim of the current work is to develop a machine translation system, 

which translates an English noun phrase into Arabic. This system is based 

on the transfer approach that includes an English noun phrase analysis 

module, a transfer module, and a generation module.  The system uses a 

bilingual dictionary, an English lexicon, and an Arabic Lexicon. The 

research is targeted at translating computer science titles of theses and 

journals. The MT system is being developed using Prolog language. A 

major design goal of this system is that it  can be used as a stand-alone 

tool and can be very well integrated with a general MT system for English 

sentence. 

 

1.9 Structure of the thesis  

 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a review on the field of 

the machine translation, it  discusses the history and the different 

approaches of the machine translation. In Chapter 3 we propose the 

English-Arabic transfer based machine translation system, how it work, 

how we prepare our output to be evaluated by it  and how this system is 

implemented. Chapter 4 presents the evaluation methodology used to 

evaluate our system. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and gives directions 

for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
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n exploring the field of MT, it  helps to look separately at different 

related fields. In Section 2.1, we give the breakdowns of automatic 

translation that covers many activities. Section 2.2 presents a brief 

history of MT. In Section 2.3, we look inside the most common approaches 

to the non-human component of MT, so-called the translation engine.  

Section 2.4 concludes the chapter by comparing the transfer-based 

method, which is the main concern of this study, with the most related 

ones. 

 

2.1 Basic Concepts 

 
We would like to take the term machine assisted translation  (MAT) as 

covering all techniques for automating the translation activity. The term 

human-aided machine translation  (HAMT) should be reserved for the 

techniques, which rely on a real automation of the translating function 

with some human intervention in preedition, postedition, or interaction. 

The term machine-aided human translation  (MAHT) concerns machine 

I 
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aids for translators and the term Fully-automated machine translation  

(FAMT). Such as figure 2-1.  

 

 
     Figure 2-1  Computers and translation 

 

 Machine Assisted Translation 
 

Machine Assisted Translation (MAT) is human translation supported by a 

computer system. Support is  available by lexical data,  grammatical help, 

translation memory, domain information and organizational  support. 

 

Fully-Automated Machine Translation 
 

This is what most people have in mind when they think of using 

computers to translate. The idea is simple: feed in the text in one 

language and get the text out in another language. Unfortunately, the 

implementation of this idea presents obstacles that have 

yet to be completely overcome.  

The main problem is the complexity of language. Consider for instance 

the meanings of the word "can." Besides its use as a modal auxiliary verb, 
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"can" has several legitimate and slang meanings as a noun: container, 

depth charge, jail ,  and toilet. Not to 

mention an archaic verb meaning "to know or to understand." Assuming 

that the foreign language has a separate term for each of these meanings, 

how is the computer to know which one to choose?  

 

As it  turns out, advances have been made in teaching computers to 

understand language based on context. More recent research is focusing 

on the use of probability theories for analyzing texts. But fully automated 

machine translation covering a broad range of subject areas is still  a 

distant goal.  

 

Human-Assisted Machine Translation 
 

This form of computer-aided translation is currently a reality. The 

"human-assisted" part usually refers to editing texts before and after 

machine translation. Human translators make sure that a computer can 

understand source texts. After the machine translation, they edit the 

computer's rough (and sometimes humorous) output to provide a correct, 

idiomatic document in the target language. Alternately, some systems 

require a translator to work interactively with the computer as it  is 

translating.  

Human-assisted machine translation works best on texts employing a 

restricted vocabulary in a narrowly defined subject area. The Canadian 

government translates weather forecasts from English to French is one of 

the most successful implementations. The Pan American Health 

Organization relies heavily on machine translation for translating health-

related texts from English to Spanish. Large computer companies use 

machine translation to varying degrees in translating their technical 

manuals.  
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The economy of human-assisted machine translation continues to be 

debated. The programs themselves are generally quite expensive; some 

require specialized hardware. Pre- and post-editing are skills that must be 

learned and that not all translators enjoy. Generating and maintaining 

databases of terms is time-consuming and may require special expertise. 

But for an organization that does large amounts of translation in a clearly 

defined subject area, human-assisted machine translation can be a cost-

effective alternative to purely human translation.  

 

Machine-Assisted Human Translation 
 

This approach places the human translator at the center of the translation 

process, while attempting to provide him or her with tools that make the 

translation process more efficient and accurate. The tools available range 

from word processors to translation editors, comparison programs, and 

terminology management programs. Translation editors identify selected 

terms and suggest translations. Comparison programs speed the updating 

of existing translations by finding changes between versions of source 

documents. Terminology management programs allow translators to 

maintain flexible databases of terms in their subject area. Prices for such 

tools are reasonable enough for small translation departments and even 

individual translators to afford.  

 
 

2.2  History of Machine Translation 

 
The idea of using computers to translate or help translate human 

languages is almost as old as the computer itself (Trujillo A. 1999). 

Indeed, MT is one of the oldest non-numeric applications of computers. In 

history has been colorful and eventful, influenced by the politics, science 
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and economic of different periods of modern history. It  has been told 

many times, so only a brief summary follows. 

Pre-computer:  Some of the ideas that have influenced MT were already 

current or at least existent in the pre-computer era. Since at least the 17 t h  

century scholars and philosophers have proposed the use of language-

neutral representations of meaning in order to overcome linguistic 

barriers. More recently, a mechanical procedure for carrying out 

translation was patented by the Russian Petr Smirnov-Troyanskii in 1933. 

Initial efforts: Early proposal for use the numerical techniques in MT can 

be traced at least to 1947, when computers had just been successfully 

employed in deciphering encryption methods during the Second World 

War. A memo from Warren Weaver proposed specific strategies for using 

computers to translate natural languages. This memo initiated MT 

research in the USA and in the rest of the world, with the first public 

demonstration of a Russian-English prototype MT system in 1954. This 

event led to similar work in the then USSR and other places around the 

world. 

The ALPAC Report (1966): The initial over-optimism in MT came to an 

end in the USA when the ALPAC report, commissioned by government 

sponsors of MT, suggested that MT was not cost-effective. The result was 

divergence of funding from MT and into AI and CL, with research 

continuing mainly outside the USA, although some groups there survived. 

The 1970s and operational MT:  Continued effort in MT yielded 

operational systems in the early 1970s. Systran began Russian-English 

translations for US Air Force in 1970, while Meteo began translating 

weather reports in 1976. Also in 1976 the commission of the European 

Union (then communities) installed an English-French version of Systran. 

Rebirth in the early 1980s:  The late 1970s and early1980s saw an 

increase in interest in MT. The Eurotra project from the European 

community began in the 1982, influenced by work done at Grenoble and 

Saabrucken since the 1960s and 1970s. Similarly, in Japan the Mu project 
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started in 1982, and knowledge-based MT started in earnest in 1983 in the 

USA. Some commerical systems also began to appear. 

Late 1980s and early 1990s:  A number of companies, especially large 

Japanese electronics manufactures, began to market MT software for 

workstations. A number of products appeared for personal computers, and 

various MAT tools such as translation memory began to be commonly 

used. This period also saw the emergence of work on speech translation 

and of statistical approaches to machine translation. 

 One form that this takes is that of example-based machine translation 

(Furuse & Iida, 1992; Iida & Iida 1991; Nagao, 1992; Sato, 1992) in 

which a system of otherwise fairly conventional design is able to refer to 

a collection of existing translations. A much more radical approach, 

championed by IBM (Brown, Cocke, et al. ,  1990), is the one in which 

virtually the entire body of knowledge that the system uses is acquired 

automatically from statistical properties of a very large body of existing 

translation. 

 The most conspicuous example was the METEO system (Huchins and 

Somers, 1992), developed at the University of Montreal, which has long 

provided the French translations of the weather reports used by airlines, 

shipping companies, and others. Some manufacturers of machinery have 

found it  possible to translate maintenance manuals used within their 

organizations (not by their customers) largely automatically by having the 

technical writers use only certain words and only in carefully prescribed 

ways. 

Late 1990s and MAT:  At the end of the decade we are seeing powerful 

translation engines on personal computers, translation on the Internet, 

widespread use of translation memory and translator’s workbenches, 

multimedia and software localization, as well as an increased interest in 

Example-based MT. 
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2.3  Approaches to Machine Translation  

 

2.3.1 Traditional approaches 

 
Traditionally approaches of MT can be classified by their architectures:  

o Direct or transformer architecture 

o Transfer based architecture 

o Interlingual  architecture 

 

Figure 2-2 may be helpful in seeing the relation between interlingual, 

transfer and direct approaches. 

 

 

 

 

                      

   

 

  

          

           

 

 

 

    

Figure 2-2:  Traditional  approaches of machine translation 

 

A transfer component is a system of rules that relate words and structures 

in one language to words and structures of another. A transfer-based 

architecture or systems is simply one, which employs such components. 
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Interlingua systems dispense with such a component, mapping from the 

source language (SL) text to a more or less independent representation, 

and from that to the target language(TL) text. By comparison, the most 

abstract representation in a transfer based system are clearly either 

source, or target oriented, e.g. they may contain source or target lexical 

items. So called Direct systems resemble transfer systems in containing 

bilingual rules, but attempt to do without the abstract representation, 

mapping directly from SL to TL strings with only minimal structural 

analysis. 

 

2.3.1.1 Direct or transformer architecture 

 
The main idea behind transformed into output (target language) sentences 

by carrying out the simplest possible parse, replacing source words with 

their target language equivalents as specified in a bilingual dictionary, 

and then roughly re-arranging their order to suit the rules of the target 

language. The overall arrangement of such an Engine is shown in Figure 

2-3 

 

The first stage of processing involves the parser, which does some 

preliminary analysis of the source sentence. The result need not be a 

complete representation. This is passed to a package of rules which 

transform the sentence into a target sentence, using--where necessary--

information provided by the parsing process. The transformation rules 

include bilingual dictionary rules and various rules to reorder words, for 

example, to make sure verbs have the correct person, number, and tense 

suffixes. 

We can summarize the situation of the transformer engine architecture as 

follows:  
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o It is highly robust. That is, the Engine does not break down or stop 

in an 'error conditions' when it encounters input, which contains 

unknown words or unknown grammatical constructions. Robustness 

is clear important for general-purpose MT. 

o In the worst case it  can work rather badly, being prone to 

produce output that is simply unacceptable in the target 

language ('word salad’).  

o The translation process involves many different rules interacting 

in many different ways. This makes transformer systems rather 

hard to understand in practice - which means that they can be 

hard to extend or modify.  

o The transformer approach is really designed with translation in 

one direction, between one pair of languages in mind, it  is not 

conductive to development of genuinely multi-lingual systems (as 

opposed to mere collections of independent one-pair, one 

direction engines). 
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   Figure 2-3:  Transformer Architecture 

 

 

 

2.3.1.2  Transfer-based architecture 

 
The idea of transfer-based method is clear that if the system is 

translating from source language to target language, the first (analysis) 

step involves using the parser and the source grammar to analyze the 

input. The second (transfer) step involves changing the underlying 

representation of the source sentence into an underlying representation 

of the target sentence. The third (synthesis) step and final major step 

involves changing the underlying target representation into the target 

sentence, using a generator and the target grammar. The fact that a 

proper source grammar is being used means that the output of system-
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the target sentences are far more likely to be grammatically correct 

than those of transformer system. The components of a transfer system 

are shown in the following figure2-4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-4:  Components of a transfer system 

 

Transfer architecture is the `standard model' for contemporary MT, and 

has been so for many years. Apart from a handful of commercially 

available systems which remain fundamentally `Direct', and a small 

number of Interlingual systems (notableyKBMT), the great majority of 

both research systems and development systems are transfer based. Some 

examples of Transfer systems are the following  
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1987), METAL (Slocum, 1987, Bennett and Slocum, 1988), 

TAUM�AVIATION �(Isabelle, 1987), ETAP-2(Apresjan et al,  1992), LMT 

(McCord, 1989), EUROTRA (Copeland et al,  1990),CAT-2(Sharp,1988), 

MIMO (Arnold and Sadler,1990), MIMO�2 (Van Noord et al,  1990), ELU 

(Estivalet �al, 1990). 

  

In a typical Transfer based system, the SL string is first analyzed 

morphologically,and then parsed to produce a surface syntactic 

representation. This is then transformed into a more abstract 

representation (RSL) so as to abstract away from phenomena with no 

translational relevance, and provide a more convenient representation of 

other information. Transfer converts this into a similarly abstract Target 

Language representation (RTL), from which synthesis produces a surface 

syntactic representation of the target text, and ultimately a TL string. The 

abstract level of representation is sometimes called an `Interface 

Structure' (IS), because it  provides the interface between analysis and 

transfer, and transfer and synthesis. Deriving the abstract representation 

from the surface syntactic structure might involve abstracting away from 

differences in word order that have no semantic significance, or which are 

otherwise predictable  

 

2.3.1.3 Interlingual architecture  
 

The general idea suggested by the discussion of the pervious section is 

that the transfer system becomes simpler as linguistic analysis goes 

deeper - as the representations become more abstract. In fact, a major 

objective of MT research is to define a level of analysis which is so deep 

that the transfer system disappears completely. Given such a level of 

representation, the output of analysis could be direct input to the target 

synthesis component. Representation at such a level would have to capture 

whatever is common between sentences and their translations - that is 
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they would have to be a representation of 'meaning '. Moreover, such a 

level of representation would have to be entirely language independent - 

for example, if it  preserved features of the source language, one would 

still  require a transfer component of some kind to produce the 

corresponding features of the target language. For this reason, such a 

level of representation is normally called an Interlingua and the system 

that uses such a level are called Interlingual. The components of a 

interlingual system are shown in the following figure2-5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-5 the Component of Interlingual System 

 

There are a number of clear attractions to an interlingual architecture. 

First,  from the scientific point of view, the idea of an interlingual is 
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interesting and exciting. Second, from a more practical point of view, an 

interlingual systems promises to be much easier to extend by adding new 

language pairs, than a transfer system (or transformer system). This is 

because, providing the interlingua is properly designed, it  should be 

possible to add a new language to a system simply by adding analysis and 

synthesis components for it .  Compare this with a transfer system, where 

one needs not only analysis and synthesis, but also transfer components 

into all the other languages involved in the system. 

 

The PIVOT system of NEC (Okumura, Muraki, et al. ,  1991; Muraki, 1989) 

and ATLAS II of Fujitsu (Uchida, 1989) are commercial systems among a 

number of research systems based on two-step method according to which 

texts are translated from the source language to an artificial interlingual 

representation and then into the target language. The Rosetta system at  

Phillips (Landsbergen, 1987), and the DLT system at BSO (Witkam, 1988; 

Schubert, 1988) in the Netherlands also adopt this approach.  

 

2.3.2 Other approaches 

 
A selection of approaches to MT that illustrate a range of useful techniques is presented. 
Other approaches of MT can be classified as follow:  
o Knowledge-based approach 

o Corpus-based approach 

 

2.3.2.1 Knowledge-Based approach 

 
The central principle underlying this approach is the stress on 

functionally complete understanding of the meaning of the source text as 

a prerequisite to successful translation. The term functionally( Nirenburg 

et al.  1992, p. 27) means that the meaning representation should be 

sufficient for translation to a number of languages, rather than sufficient 
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for total understanding, which entails a more complete, human-like 

inferential process for understanding all implicit and explicit information. 

 

Architecturally, knowledge-based machine translation systems belong to 

the class of interlingua-based systems, in which translation is basically a 

two-step process (analysis and generation). (This is in contrast to the 

class of systems that involve three steps -analysis, source-to-target 

language transfer and generation-and are therefore called transfer 

systems.) Example of interlingua systems that are not knowledge-based 

are CETA ( Vauquois and Boitet 1985), DLT (Witkam 1983) and Rosetta 

(Landsbergen 1989). The main difference between such systems and 

knowledge-based machine translation ones is the expected depth of source 

language analysis  and the reliance of KBMT systems on Explicit 

representation of world knowledge.  

 

In the knowledge-based machine translation the first system was 

developed by Yorick Wilks at stanford University(Wilks 1973). Further 

experiments were conducted by Jaime Carbonell,  Rich Cullingford and 

Anatole Gershman at Yale University (Cabonell et al.  1981) and Sergei 

Nirenbburg, Victor Raskin and Allen Tucker at Colgate University 

(Nirenburg et al 1985). Larger-scale development work followed, and a 

number of pilot knowledge-based machine systems have been 

implemented. The major efforts include ATAL�S-II (Uchida 1989 a and b 

), PIVOT (Muraki 1989), ULTRA (Farwell and Wilks 1991), the KBMT 

system for doctor patient communication (Tomita et al.  1987), KBMT-89 

(Good man and Niernburg 1991) and Dionysus (e.g., Niernburg and 

Defrise in press, a and b; Meyer et al 1990; Calrson and Niernburg 1990). 

Some other systems (e.g.,HICATS/JE, Kaji 1989) are using some features 

of the knowledge-based approach. 
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Knowledge-based machine translation systems can be very profitably as 

research tools and testbeds in computational linguistics and artificial 

intelligence. To illustrate briefly: 

• Knowledge-based machine translation provides  an excellent 

tool for devising and testing new powerful specialized semantic-

interpretation algorithms, such as noun- noun compound 

resolution or prepositional phrase attachment. With more types 

of semantic and pragmatic  knowledge appearing in the 

knowledge representation, more specialized microtheories ( 

Nirenburg and Defrise forthcoming, b; Nirenburg and 

Pustejovsky 1988) and the Mikrokosmos system of Onyshkevich 

and Nirenburg (1995) will be devised and/or incorporated into 

the process in order to deal with each phenomenon in a 

computationally tractable manner. 

• An additional advantage of using knowledge-based machine 

translation as a research vehicle is that, being a comprehensive 

system, it  allows immediate testing of new components, such as 

a new parser or a generator, in the context where actual output 

can be obtained and evaluated.  

• The interface component of a KBMT system can serve as a 

medium for building other interfaces, notably for the purpose of 

computer-aided instruction and, in particular, for teaching 

foreign language. The interface can be also very useful in 

machine learning systems, especially those  studying learning 

from text  or learning by being told, or in systems that 

investigate hybrid learning processes that involve natural 

language. 

• Components of a KBMT system can be individually recycled. 

The analysis module, for instance, can be useful for natural 

language interface to complex application such as expert 

system. More comprehensive understanding-and-generation 
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systems can also be used as components of a system modeling a 

cognitive agent- alongside other modules, such as planning and 

problem solving, perception and action -simulation components. 

• Outside of machine translation proper, the technology developed 

for a knowledge-based machine translation system is readily 

usable in application that require different types of inputs 

and/or output to a natural language processor. Thus, instead of 

forwarding an interlingua  text to the generator one can pass it  

on to a special reasoning program that will produce an abstract 

of the input text, or answer question based on it ,  or categorize 

the input text into one of a number of taxonomic classes ( Hayes 

and Weinstein 1990). Knowledge-based machine translation 

systems can also be reconfigured for supporting natural 

language interfaces to database systems. Indeed, if a data 

manipulation (query ) language is substituted for  the inerlingua, 

the task of query formulation can become quite similar to that of 

analyzing a natural language input for translation. 

 

 

2.3.2.2 Corpus-Based approach 

 
Corpus-based machine translation is one of the alternative directions that 

have been proposed to overcome the difficulties of traditional systems. 

Two fundamental approaches in corpus-based MT have been followed. 

These are statistical and example-based machine translation (EBMT), also 

called memory-based machine translation (MBMT). Both approaches 

assume the existence of a bilingual text (an already translated corpus) to 

drive a translation for an input. While statistical MT techniques use 

statistical metrics to choose the most probable words in the target 

language, EBMT techniques employ pattern matching techniques to 
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translate subparts of the given input (Arnold D., Balkan L., Humphreys R. 

Lee, Meijer S., Sadler L. 1994), (Trujillo A. 1999). 

Corpus_based systems directly address the need for MT systems to be 

tuned to particular sublanguages or text types by using relevant previous 

translations. They also attemp to simplify knowledge capture by foregoing 

the need to manually develop some or all the linguistic resources needed 

for MT. 

 

2.3.2.2.1 A Statistical approach 
 

The idea of using statistics in MT dates back to the forties, but for 

obvious reasons - lack of appropriate computer power and of machine 

readable text corpora, etc. - it  is just beginning to enter the field. 

Statistical analysis of natural language is faced with the number of 

problems of which we can address only a few here. Most notable is the 

issue of representativeness of text corpora (Sebba, 1991). Kucera et al.  

(1967) and Erk(1972) noticed that word frequency strongly depends on 

domain and/or genre of texts. This dependency is substantially stronger 

for noun than for verbs. Statistical methods have proven their value in 

automatic speech recognition (Bahl et al 1983 ) and have recently been 

applied to lexicography (Sinclair 1985) and natural language processing 

(Baker 1979); Ferguson 1980; Garside et al.  1987; Sampson 1986; 

Sharman et al.  1988).  

Statistical MT systems (Trujillo A. 1999) rely on probabilistic and 

statistical models of the translation process trained on large amounts of 

bilingual corpora. Many of the models proposed include little or no 

explicit linguistic knowledge, relying instead on the distributional 

properties of words and phrases in order to establish their most likely 

translation. The general idea in statistical MT is that we look for features 

of bilingual corpus that are easily measured and see how these features 

can be used to predict translations. Features that can easily be measured 
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include co-occurrence of two or more words in source and target text, 

relative position of words within sentences, length of sentences and many 

others; the idea is that these measures rely on little if any linguistic 

information.  

One approach to statistical MT involves separate monolingual and 

bilingual sources of knowledge, which are combined to give the 

probability of a translation (Brown et al.  1990; Brown et al.  1993). In this 

work, there is a statistical language model that contains bilingual 

information. Translation then requires a method for:  

(a)  Computing the probability of a string being the translation of a 

SL string; 

(b)  Computing the probability of a TL string being a valid TL 

sentence, 

(c)   A technique to search for the TL string which maximizes these 

probabilities. 

 

Mathematically, the relationship between these three processes may be 

expressed as:  

 
The formula can be interpreted as saying that to translate source sentence 

s, we search for the target word string t that maximizes the value of the 

whole formula. The idea is that given sufficiently accurate statistics, the 

P(t) term biases the search towards grammatical TL word strings, while 

the P(s|t) term biases the search towards strings that are likely 

translations of the source sentence. This last conditional probability may 

appear confusing. Conditional is on the target word string, as it  is easier 

to estimate the probability of a given source sentence from a TL word 

string than the other way round. To appreciate this, we can think of the 

source sentence as giving us hints about the TL sentence. Then it  is 

simpler to estimate from corpora the probability of a set of hint (s) given 

 
t=argmax P(t)P(s|t)  

t 
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a TL sentence (t) than it  is to estimate the probability of a TL sentence 

from the hints alone.  

The monolingual language model can be based on bigram or trigram 

models (Brown et al.  1992), from which the likelihood of a string of 

words being a valid sentence can be computed. By contrast, the 

translation model uses the frequency of co-occurrence of source and target 

words, the length of the sentences in which they appear, their positions 

within their respective sentences, the fertility of the TL word (the number 

of SL words from which it  arises), the actual words from which a TL word 

derives, and the position of these SL words in the SL string. (Brown et al.  

1993) propose a series if increasingly more sophisticated models that 

include more and more of these features. 

 

2.3.2.2.2 Example-Based approach 

 
Example-based machine translation (EBMT) is based on idea of 

performing translation by imitating translation examples of similar 

sentences (Nagao 1984). In this type of translation system, a large amount 

of bi/multi-lingual translation examples has been stored in a textual 

database and input expressions are rendered in the target language by 

retrieving from the database that example which is most similar to the 

input. There are three key issues, which pertain to example-based 

translation: 

 

• establishment of correspondence between units in a bi/multi-

lingual text at sentence, phrase or word level 

• a mechanism for retrieving from database the unit that best 

matches the input 

• exploit the retrieved translation example to produce the actual 

translation of the input sentence 
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(Brown 1991) and (Gale 1991) have proposed methods for establishing 

corresponding between sentences in bilingual corpora. (Brown 1993), 

(Sadler 1990) and (Kaji 1992) have tackled the problem of establishing 

correspondences between words and phrases in bilingual texts. Third key 

issue of EBMT, that is exploiting the retrieved translation example , is 

usually dealt with by integrating into the system conventional MT 

techniques(Kaji 1992), (Sumita 1991). Simple modification of the 

translation proposal, such as word substitution, would also be possible, 

provided that alignment of the translation archive at word level was 

available. 

 Exemplar-based representation has been widely used in machine learning 

(ML). According to( Medin and Schaffer 1978 ) who  originally proposed 

exemplar-based learning, example are stored in memory without any 

change in the representation. Here, an exemplar-based learning is to use 

past experiences or cases to understand, plan, or learn from novel 

situations ( Hammond, K.J. 1989), ( Kolodner, J .L. 1988) and ( Ram, A. 

1993). 

 

EBMT has been proposed by (Nagao, M. A 1985) as translation by 

Analogy, which is in parallel with memory, based reasoning, case-based 

reasoning and derivational analogy. Example-based translation relies on 

the use of past translation examples to derive a translation for a given 

input. The input sentence to be translated is compared with example 

translations analogically to retrieve the closest examples to the input. 

Then, the fragments of the retrieved examples are translated and 

recombined in the target language. Prior to the translation of an input 

sentence, the correspondences between the source and target languages 

should be available to the system ; however this issue has not been given 

enough consideration by the current EBMT systems. ( Kitano, H. 1993) 

has adopted the manual encoding of the translation  rules, however this is 
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a difficult and an error-prone task for a large corpus. (Wu, D. 1995) uses 

a method to extract phrasal translation examples in sentence-aligned 

parallel corpora using a probabilistic translation lexicon for languages 

pair. 

 

2.4 Conclusion 

 
The introduction in the 1960s of `Transfer based' approaches with 

significant amounts of linguistic analysis was widely regarded as 

signaling a `Second Generation' of systems (following the First 

Generation `Direct' systems). Since then, there has been speculation as to 

what the `Third Generation' would be, and when it  would arrive. However, 

despite the continued operational success of descendents of `Direct' 

systems, and significant progress in Interlingual approaches, the 

advantages of a Transfer architecture (in particular, feasibility, and the 

ability to exploit the most up-to-date computational linguistic techniques)  

mean that it  is likely to remain the `standard model' of MT for the 

forseeable future. However, this is not in itself a particularly interesting, 

since, as we have observed, the architecture is general enough to 

encompass a number of significantly different views, and to permit a wide 

range of techniques to be applied.  

 

There are many factors, which make transfer an attractive design for 

MT(Trujillo A. 1999). 

o Many systems are bilingual, or their principal use is for 

translation in one direction between a limited number of 

languages. 
o Where full multilinguality is required, it  is possible to have a hub 

language into and out of which all translation is done. 
o Portions of transfer modules can be shared when closely related 

languages are involved. For example, an English-Portuguese 
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module may share several transformations with an English-

Spanish module. 
o Simpler analysis, faster development of grammar, simpler 

automatic grammar induction. 
 

As shown, transfer is still  a successful approach sufficient enough to 

develop MT systems. This enables us to design and implement a MT 

system for translating English noun phrases to Arabic. 
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CHAPTER 3 
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his chapter proposes a transfer-based approach that handles the 

translation of English noun phrases into Arabic. It  includes three 

main modules, responsible for analysis, transfer, and generation. 

Section 3.1 outlines the overall architecture of the proposed English to 

Arabic MT system. In section 3.2 we describe how the analysis component 

assigns grammatical structures to the input noun phrase by means of 

English grammatical rules and an English monolingual dictionary. In 

Section 3.3 we describe how the transfer component builds target 

language equivalents of the source language grammatical structures by 

means of a comparative grammar that relates every source language 

representation to some corresponding target language representation. In 

Section 3.4 we describe how the generation component provides the target 

language translation.  

 

3.1 Overall Structure of the System 
 

The architecture of the transfer-based English to Arabic MT system is 

given in Fig. 3.1. In this figure, the arrows indicate the flow of 

information. Oval blocks represent the basic modules of the system. 

T 
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Rectangle blocks represent the linguistic knowledge. The proposed system 

is based on the transfer approach (Arturo Trujillo 1995), (Turcato, 

Laurens, McFetridge, and Popowich 1997), (Volk and Oberholzer 1996), 

with three main components: an analyser, a transfer component, and a 

generation component. The following box summarises the translation 

process. 

1.  Pre-processor will read in a noun phrase, returning the 

words in the noun phrase to a list of words. 

2.  The morphological analyzer provides information about 

inflectional features as well as the primitive-form of an inflected 

word. 

3.  The syntactic parser builds a syntactic dependency tree, 

which represents meaningful linguistic relationships between 

constituents of a noun phrase.  

4.  Lexical transfer will map English lexical units to their Arabic 

equivalent. It will also map English morphological features to 

the corresponding set of Arabic features. 

5.  Structure transfer will map the English dependency tree to 

the equivalent Arabic syntactic structure. 

6.  The Arabic generator will synthesis the inflected Arabic 

word-form based on the morphological features and traverse the 

syntactic tree to produce the surface Arabic noun phrase.  

 

The system is implemented in Prolog and the parser is written in DCG 

formalism. DCG translate grammar rules directly to Prolog, producing a 

simple top-down parser. So all it  is needed is a way to reformulate 

grammar rules as clauses in DCG. 
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3.2 The Analysis Components 
 

English noun phrases are frequently used in scientific and technical 

documents. In a recent study conducted by Quinn (1997), he mentioned 

that  

“Justeson and Katz (1995) analysed around 200 English 

technical terms from each of four domains. They found that 

about 96% of the terms were noun phrases (NPs), about 4% 

adjectives, and less than 0.5% (3) were verbs. The NPs had 

a mean length of 1.9 words - 70% were compound. 97% of 

the compound NPs contained only nouns and adjectives, and 

3% included a preposition (almost always “of”). A 

terminology identification algorithm was presented, which 

includes the recognition of the standard patterns for terms. 

A candidate term is either 'a string of nouns and/or 

adjectives, ending in a noun', or ' two such strings, 

separated by a single preposition'. This gives seven basic 

patterns for two or three word terms, containing only nouns 

(N), adjectives (Adj) and prepositions (Prep). 95% of the 

compound NPs analysed were of length two or three.” 

 

These results have motivated us to choose English noun phrase as the 

source text for the translation system. We found that the translation of the 

title of scientific texts, e.g. theses and journals, to be closely applicable 

to this system.  

The analysis step comprises English dictionary, English morphological 

analyzer, and English noun phrase parsing. 
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3.2.1  Linguistic Background 
The parsing of English noun phrase produces the linguistic information 

about the sentence structure and each word in the sentence (Bond, Ogura, 

and Kawaoka 1996). So, we will begin our discussion by presenting the 

aspects of the sentences and words in English. Then, we focus our 

attention to the design of the parser.  

The Sentence Structure  
The structure of a sentence indicates the way that  words in the sentence 

are related to each other. This structure indicates how the words are 

grouped together into phrases,  what words modify what other words,  and 

what words are of central importance in the sentence. In addit ion, this  

structure may identify the types of relationships that  exist between 

phrases and can store other information about the particular sentence 

structure that may be needed for later processing. This information is  

often presented in a tree form, such as shown in Fig. 3.2,  which shows the 

structure for the English sentence “Rice flies like sand.” The sentence is  

formed from a noun phrase describing a type of substance,  “rice”, and a 

verb phrase stating that  this  substance flies l ike sand (say,  if  you throw 

it).  The structures also gives further details on the structure of the noun 

phrase and verb phrase,  and identify the part  of speech for each word. In 

particular, the word “like” is  a preposition. 

           S 

 
  NP  VP  

  

N  V  PP  
 Rice  files   P  NP 

       N 

                                    Like   

       Sand 

Fig.3-2  The structure of English sentence 
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The Nature of Words  

Words fall into two major groups: the content words ,  which serve to 

identify objects, relationships, properties, actions and events in the world, 

and the function words ,  which serve a more structural role in putting 

words together to form sentences. There are four general classes of 

content words, based on what the words tend to describe.  

o Nouns describe classes of objects, events, substances, and so on ( 

for example, ball,  man, sand, and  idea)  

o Adjectives describe properties of objects (for example red, tall ,  

and special )  

o Verbs describe relationships between objects, activities,  and 

occurrences (for example seems, ate,  and laughing).  

Note that:  

o –ing form of a verb, called gerund ,  can be used as a noun (for 

example modeling, programming, and engineering ).  

o –ed  form of a verb, i .e. past participle form, can be used as an 

adjective (for example integrated, isolated, and distributed).  

o Adverbs describe properties of relationships or other properties 

(for example very and slowly ) 

 

The function words tend to define how the content words are to be used 

in the sentence, and how they relate to each other. Some common classes 

of function words are described in the following. 

o Determiners indicate that a specific object is being identified 

(for example, a, the, an, this, and that ) 

o Quantifier indicate how many of a set of object are being 

identified (for example, all ,  many, some, and none ) 

o Prepositions  signal a specific relationship between phrases (for 

example, in, onto, by, and through ) 

o Connectives indicate relationships between sentences and 

phrases (for example, but, and while). 
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English often allows a word in one class to be converted into a word in 

another class fairly freely by adding suffixes or by its particular use in a 

sentence. For instance, the word sugar  is a noun, but like many nouns it  

can be used as a verb (for example, He sugared the coffee) or as an 

adjective (for example, It was too sugar for me). This is why morphology 

is so important in any theory of language. We will assume throughout, 

however, that all the uses of a particular word will be defined in advance 

in a structure called the dictionary .  

 

3.2.2  The English Dictionary 
 

Some authors use the word lexicon instead of dictionary. Lexicon is a 

technical term used to refer to call morphemes  (“root forms”). A 

morpheme is the minimal meaningful unit in a language. Some authors use 

lexicon to refer to the vocabulary of a language as used by an individual 

speaker. 

 

Dictionaries are the largest components of a MT system in terms of the 

amount of information they hold. If they are more than simple word lists 

(and they should be, if a system is to perform well), then they may well be 

the most expensive components to construct. More than any other 

component, the size and quality of the dictionary limits the scope and 

coverage of a system, and the quality of translation that can be expected. 

The dictionaries are where the end user can expect to be able to contribute 

most to a system—in fact, an end user can expect to have to make some 

additions to system dictionaries to make a system really useful. While MT 

supplies rarely make it  possible for users to modify other components, 

they normally expect them to make additions to the dictionary. Thus, from 

the point view of a user, a basic understanding of dictionary construction 
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and sensitivity to the issues involved in ‘describing words’ is an 

important asset. 

  

Normal dictionaries, are collections of entries such as “these”. That is, 

they are basically lists of words, with information about the various 

properties. While grammar rules define all the possible linguistic 

structures in a language, the descriptions of individual words that are 

found in the dictionary or dictionaries state which words can appear in 

which of the different structures. A common (though not completely 

correct) view is that dictionaries contain all the ‘irregular’, or 

unpredictable information about words, while grammars provide general 

rules about classes of word, and phrases (this is only true if one exclude 

morphological rules and idioms from the dictionary–the former can be 

viewed as dealing with classes of words, and the latter are phrases). 

The following describes the structure of entries for the proposed 

monolingual English dictionary. Table 3-1 shows examples of these 

entries. 

o Noun:  a content word which has two features the stem-form and 

the number that takes either a singular or plural. Nouns are stored 

in singular form. Irregular plurals have additional entries.  

o Adjective:  a content word, which has a stem-form feature. 

o Quantifier:  a function word, which has a stem-form feature. 

o Separator:  a function word, which has a stem-form feature. This 

includes connectives, prepositions, and special words that are 

used as a separator of a compound noun phrase. 

 

Table 3-1  Examples of the monolingual English dict ionary entries 

Noun Adjective Quantifie
r 

Separat
or 

Form Number Form Form Form 
Knowledge Singular neural Some and 
Base Singular relational On of 
Querying Singular integrated Towards “:” 
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The lexicon must contain information about all the different  words that 

can be used. When a word is ambiguous, i t  may be described by multiple 

entries in the lexicon, one for each different use (Melamed 1998),  

(Turcate 1998) and (Rayner, Carter, Bretan,  Eklund, Wiren, Leo Hansen, 

Andersen, Philp, Finn, and Thomsen 1997). 

The dictionary is implemented as Prolog facts. Figure 3.3 shows the 

implementation of the examples given in Table 3-1. 

noun(knowledge,sg).  adj(neural) .  Quantif ier(some). separator(and). 
noun(base,sg).  adj(relational) .  Quantif ier(on).  separator(of) .  
noun(querying,sg).  adj(integrated).  Quantif ier(any).  separator( ‘:’) .  

Fig.3-3  Implementation of the English dict ionary 

 

3.2.3 The English Morphological Analyzer 
 

Morphological analysis (Gasser 1995) is the identification of a stem-form 

from a full  (inflected) word-form (and sometimes also the identification 

of the syntactic category of the stem). A morphological analyzer must  be 

able to undo the spelling rules for adding affixes. For example, the 

analyzer must  be able to interpret “moved” as “move” plus “ed”.  For 

English,  a few rules cover the generation of plurals and other inflections 

such as verb endings. Since verbs are irrelevant to noun phrases,  we 

ignore the treatment of verbs in our discussion from now on.  

Analysis of Plurals 

The following words obey regular rules for the generation of plurals.  

problems � problem + s  

source � source + s  

approaches � approach + es  

communities � community + ies  

Most English nouns, for example,  use the same set  of suffixes to indicate 

different  forms: -s added for the singular, -es for the nouns are ending 
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with (sh, ch, s , z, x, o) and so on. Without any morphological analysis,  

the lexicon would have to contain every one of these forms. 

The remaining words are irregular.   

 mice � mouse  

fish � fish  

rooves � roof + ves  

These forms are being explicitly included in the lexicon. 

The only morphological analysis that  can be done here is to recognize a 

single noun form from its plural. The architecture of the morphological 

analyzer is given in Figure 3.4. The implementation of the morphological 

analyzer is given in Fig. 3.5.  This figure shows that  the morphological 

analysis proceeds as follows: 

1.  Lookup the stem in the dictionary, if it  is found return the stem 

and its features. 

2.  Otherwise, analyze the word to get its singular form: 

• Examine the ending of a word, 

• Compare it  with the standard endings,  

• Derive the noun stem that could be consistent,  

• Compare this stem with a dictionary of stems, and 

• Return its number feature as plural . 
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Fig. 3-4 Architecture of the morphological analyzer 

morph(EWord,EWord,Numero):- 
 noun(EWord,Numero),!. 
morph(EWord,Single,Numero):- 
 name(EWord,W1), 
 pl_to_sg(W1,W2), 
 name(Single,W2), 
 noun(Single,sg),!,  
 Numero=pl. 
pl_to_sg(EWord,Single):- 
 pl_to_sg_suffix(PLEnding,SGEnding), 
 append(S,PLEnding,EWord), 
        append(S,SGEnding,Single). 
% PLURAL-ARG1+ARG2 ����  stem 
pl_to_sg_suffix("s",""). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("es",""). % for endings sh, ch, s, x, z, o 
pl_to_sg_suffix("ies","y"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("ves","fe"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("ves","f"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("es","is"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("a","um"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("on","a"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("i","us"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("ae","a"). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("ices",ex). 
pl_to_sg_suffix("ices",ix). 

Fig. 3-5 Implementation of the morphological analyzer of Nouns 
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3.2.4 The English Noun Phrase parser  
 

The development of the parser is a two-step process. In the first step,  we 

acquire the rules that  constitute a grammar for the English noun phrase 

that  gives a precise account of what i t  is  for a noun phrase to be 

grammatically correct. The grammar covers the titles of theses and 

journals from the domain of computer science. The second step is to 

implement the parser that assigns grammatical structure onto input noun 

phrase. 

The Grammar 

The grammar of noun phrases is acquired from the analysis of 50 thesis 

titles (See Appendix A). Table 3-2 shows some examples (up to 4 words 

long) of titles that illustrate the basic patterns that constitute the grammar 

of a simple noun phrase .  

Table 3-2  Pattern of a simple noun phrase 

Example Pattern 
Scheduling N 
software maintenance N N 
Neural Networks Adj N 
Knowledge base verification N N N 
natural language interface Adj N N 
Integrating hierarchical classification N Adj N 
Feedforward neural networks Adj Adj N 
Arabic syntax analysis environment N N N N 
graphical user interface application Adj N N N 
Integrating modern information technology N Adj N N 
Power transformer differential relay N N Adj N 
Picture based hierarchical classification N Adj Adj N 
Concurrent abductive logic programming Adj Adj Adj N 

 

From Table 3-2, Grammar 1  that generates simple noun phrases could be 

written as follows: 

(1) NP ����  N 
(2) NP ����  N NP 
(3) NP ����  Adj NP      (Grammar 1)  
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It is common to use determiners and quantifiers with noun phrases, see 

examples given in Table 3-3.  

Table 3-3  Pattern of a simple noun phrase with a determiner and 

quantifier 

Example Pattern 
An Arabic syntax analysis environment Det NP 
A natural language interface Det NP 
A knowledge representation scheme Det NP 
The knowledge level architecture Det NP 
The irrigated wheat testbed Det NP 
On the recent approaches Quantifier NP 
Some computer aided software 
engineering tools 

Quantifier NP 

From dependency networks to KADS Quantifier NP 
On integrated agricultural expert systems Quantifier NP 
Towards a knowledge representation 
language 

Quantifier Det NP 

On the recent approaches Quantifier Det NP 
 

From Table 3-3, Grammar 2  could be drawn form Grammar 1 by adding 

rules (4-5) that allows for using determiners and quantifiers with noun 

phrases. 

 

(1) NP ����  N 
(2) NP ����  N NP 
(3) NP ����  Adj NP       
(4) NP ����  Det NP 
(5) NP ����  Quantifier NP       

        (Grammar 2)  
 

Our analysis indicate that noun phrases either occurs in a simple form or 

in a compound form. Grammar 2  describes the simple form of a noun 

phrase. The compound form of a noun phrase is two or more noun phrases 

separated by a connector, a preposition, or a special word, collectively 

called separators. Special words (SW) are either the special symbol (“:”), 

colon, or a word that can be used to recognize the beginning of a new 

noun phrase. Table 3-4 shows examples of a compound noun phrase.  
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Table 3-4  Pattern of a compound noun phrase 

Example Pattern 
Integrating the hierarchical 
classification and  intelligent data base 
generic tasks 

NP connector NP 

Natural resources conservation and  crop 
management expert systems 

NP connector NP 

Problems in  software maintenance NP Prep NP 
An expert system for  seedling 
production management 

NP Prep NP 

Towards a knowledge representation 
language based on  open architecture 
model 

NP SW NP 

Use of  expert system in  irrigation 
practices 

NP Prep NP Prep NP 

Assessment of  structure using  neural 
networks approach 

 
NP Prep NP SW NP 

Agricultural expert systems :  
development and  practice 

NP SW NP connector NP 

Comprehensive study on  crisis 
management with  an application on  real 
problem 

NP Prep NP Prep NP Prep NP 

Design and  implementation of  a system 
for  program verification 

NP connector NP Prep NP Prep 
NP 

From Table 3-4, Grammar 3  that describes compound noun phrases could 

be drawn form Grammar 2 by adding the rule 6 and 7. 

(1) NP ����  N 
(2) NP ����  N NP 
(3) NP ����  Adj NP       
(4) NP ����  Det NP 
(5) NP ����  Quantifier NP 
(6) NP1 ����  NP Sept NP1 
(7) NP1����  NP     (Grammar 3)  

The Parser 

The task of the noun phrase parser is  to determine the structure of a noun 

phrase and to construct  a parse tree that  represents this structure. The 

architecture of the noun phrase parser is shown in Fig. 3-6. In this 

architecture,  depending on the syntactic category,  the word is recognized 

either by calling the morphological analyzer to identify a noun or directly 

by looking up the word in the dictionary.  
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Fig. 3-6  Architecture of the noun phrase parser 

Many Prolog implementations (Ball,  1995) provide a notational extension 

called DCG. This makes it  very easy to implement formal grammars in 

Prolog. A grammar stated in DCG is directly executable by Prolog as a 

syntax analyzer. Figure 3-7 shows the implementation of Grammar 3  in 

DCG. The function of the parser is to take as i ts input a list  of words,  

represented as a Prolog list,  which constitutes a noun phrase and produces 

as i ts output the parse tree, represented as a Prolog term.  
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t it le(tit le(NP)) --> np1(NP). 
np1(np1(NP,Sept,NP1)) --> np(NP),sept(Sept),  np1(NP1). 
np1(NP) --> np(NP) 
   
np(np(Det,NP)) --> determiner(Det),  np(NP). 
np(np(ADJ,NP)) --> Adjective(ADJ), np(NP). 
np(np(Q,NP)) --> quantif ier(Q), np(NP). 
np(np(Noun,NP)) --> noun(Noun), np(NP). 
np(np(Noun)) --> noun(Noun). 
noun(Noun) --> [Word],   {morph(Word,Stem,Numero),! ,  

                Noun=noun(Stem,Numero)}.  
adjective(Adj)   --> [Word],   {adj(Word),! ,  Adj=adj(Word)}.  
sept(Sept) --> [Word,P],  {separator((Word,P)),! ,  

                 Sept=sept((Word,P))}.  
sept(Sept) --> [Word],    {separator(Word),! ,                

                 Sept=sept(Word)}.  
quantif ier(Q) --> [Word],    {quantif ier(Word),! ,    

                 Q=quantif ier(Word)}.  
determiner(det(a))  --> [a].  
determiner(det(an))  --> [an].  
determiner(det(the)) --> [the].  

Fig. 3-7  Implementation of the noun phrase parser  

 

Recall  that our MT approach is based on a tree-to-tree transformation. So, 

it  is useful to have the parse tree explici t ly represented in the program. 

The parse tree can be easily constructed using arguments of non-terminals 

in the DCG notation.  We can conveniently represent a parse tree by a 

Prolog term whose functor is  the root of the tree and whose arguments are 

the subtrees of the tree. For example, the parse tree for the noun phrase 

“knowledge base” would be represented as: 

np(noun(knowledge,sg),np(noun(base,sg))) 

A useful notational extension provided by DCG that allows us to insert 

normal Prolog goals into grammar rules. Such goals have to be enclosed 

in curly brackets to make them distinguishable from other symbols of the 

grammar. This is used to implement the interaction between the 

morphological analyzer and the parser as follows: 

noun(Noun) --> [Word], 

{morph(Word,Stem,Numero),! ,Noun=noun(Stem,Numero)}. 
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In order to make our system convenient, we have implemented a pre-

processor that reads in a noun phrase, returning the words in the noun 

phrase to a Prolog list.  This is shown in Fig. 3.8. 

 

% Reads in a sentence, binding the words in the sentence to the list 
Words. 
read_sent(Words) :-  
        get0(Char), 
        read_sent(Char,Words). 
read_sent(C,[]) :- newline(C),!. 
read_sent(C,end_of_file) :-  eof(C),!. 
read_sent(C,Words) :- 
        skipchar(C),!,  
        get0(Char), 
        read_sent(Char,Words). 
read_sent(Char,[Word|Words]) :- 
        read_word(Char,Chars,Next), 
        name(Word,Chars), 
        read_sent(Next,Words). 
skipchar(13).         % skip linefeed char 
skipchar(32).         % skip spaces 
newline(10). 
eof(-1). 
read_word(C,[],C) :- skipchar(C),!. 
read_word(C,[],C) :- newline(C),!. 
read_word(Char,[Char|Chars],New) :- 
        get0(Next), 
        read_word(Next,Chars,New). 

Fig.3-8  Implementation of the Pre-Processor of the noun phrase parser 

 

3.3 The Transfer Components  

Broadly speaking, a transfer component  is a system of rules that  relate 

words and structures in one language to words and structures of another 

language (Arnold,  1994). In our noun phrase translator,  the actual  

translation occurs in the transfer phase:  a second set of rules that  tel ls 

how to convert the English parse tree into an Arabic syntactic structure,  

represented as a Prolog term. 

 
Transfer 

title(np(noun(��� ,sg), 
             np(noun(�����,sg), 
                  np(noun(�����,sg))))) 

title(np(noun(knowledge,sg), 
             np(noun(base,sg), 
                  np(noun(verification,sg))))) 
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The English to Arabic transfer involves two steps: 

 

1.  Lexical transfer .  This maps English lexical units to their Arabic 

equivalent. It  also maps English morphological features to the 

corresponding set of Arabic features. 

2.  Structural transfer.  This maps the English parse tree to the 

equivalent Arabic syntactic structure. 

 

This transfer process is carried out with the help of a bi-lingual dictionary 

and a termbase, which is a gerund terminology.  

 

3.3.1 English to Arabic Transfer: The Comparative Grammar 
 

We can recognize the syntactic system of a natural language as a set of 

rules applied in the composition of sentences and clauses. This is what so-

called grammar. Grammatical studies rest, essentially, upon two bases. 

First,  lexical units (morphemes) are enumerated and classified. Second, 

interrelationships between morphemes should be classified and studied. In 

transfer approach, we try to relate the syntactic system of English with 

the syntactic system of Arabic by means of comparative grammar that 

maps lexical units and syntactic structures of English to that of Arabic. 

Lexical Transfer 

Just as each monolingual grammar of both source language and target  

language has a dictionary of rules (e.g.  N �  knowledge).  These grammars 

are used by parsers to analyze sentences in each language into 

representations, which show their underlying structure, and by generators 

to produce output sentences from such representation. 

The comparative grammar also has bilingual dictionary rules. These relate 

every source sentence representation to some corresponding target 
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language representation –a representation which will form the basis for 

generating a target  language translation: 

Knowledge �  ����� 

Base �  ����� 

Verification �  ���   
The �  in the present rules indicate that they can (in principle) serve as 

English-Arabic or Arabic-English rules. 

 

The features on the node of the representation must also be translated in 

some way. Features are pairs that consist  of an attribute, such as number ,  

definition ,  and a value such as singular. The rules relevant to noun phrase 

are straightforward,  indicating that the given values are simply carried 

over from source structure to target structure: 

{number = sg} �  {number = sg} 

 

These dictionary rules can be seen as relating leaves (the word nodes) on 

the English parse tree to leaves on the target  Arabic tree.   

 

 

 

 

Structural transfer  

The comparative grammar also contains some structural rules,  which 

relate other parts and nodes of the two trees to each other. 

 

There is a relationship between adjacent units in the English noun phrase. 

This concerns the preserved order, the relative positioning (precedence), 

of lexical units in the noun phrase. For example, adjective in English 

precedes its noun, like in (good man), while in Arabic, noun precedes the 

adjective. Consequently, restructuring of the English parse tree is needed 

Lexical 
Transfer 

title(np(noun(�����,sg), 
             np(noun(�����,sg), 
                  
np(noun(��� ,sg))))) 

title(np(noun(knowledge,sg), 
             np(noun(base,sg), 
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to conform to the target Arabic grammar. The transfer rules described 

here deal with the restructuring of the parse tree and reordering of words. 

 

 

 

In addition to the lexical transfer rules that relate leaves on the English 

parse tree to leaves on the target Arabic tree, the comparative grammar 

also contains some structural rules which relate other parts and nodes of 

the two trees to each other. 

In the structural rules that follows, the LHS describes an English structure 

and the RHS describes the Arabic, and $1, $2, …$k are variables 

interpreting as standing for pieces of English structure on one side, and 

for their translations on the other side. Arnold (1994) introduced the 

method of defining the structure transfer rules described here. 

The main difference between the English and Arabic parse tree 

representation is that words are in reverse order. A relatively simple 

straightforward example where a more complex example is called for 

involves the translation of “networks performance evaluation” into “ ������

���������� ”, which shows the switching of words. Such a rule might looks as 

follows: 

  

(1) [w i :$1,  w i +1 :$2, …, wk :$k] (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) 
 �   
 [wk :$k, wk -1 :$k-1, …, w i :$i]   (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) 
 

This rule says that the translation of the word at level  i   is switched with 

the word at level k-i+1. Where k is  the number of noun phrases equivalent  

to maximum (sub)tree level.  This process of word switching is  illustrated 

in Fig. 3.9. 

Structural 
Transfer 

title(np(noun(�����,sg), 
             np(noun(�����,sg), 
                  
np(noun(��� ,sg))))) 

title(np(noun(��� ,sg), 
             np(noun(�����,sg), 
                  
np(noun(�����,sg))))) 
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Fig. 3-9  Simple Transfer  

In general,  almost  noun phrases are in a compound form. The translation 

rule of a compound noun phrase looks as follows.  

 

(2) [NP:$1, Sept:$2, NP:$3]  
 �   
 [NP:$1, Sept:$2, NP:$3]  
 

As an example, consider the translation of “intel ligent search system for 

bibliographic services” into “! ��"#$�%����& �'()�* + �,�-.”. The rule 

title(np(noun(���,sg),np(noun(��� ,sg),np(noun(����

,pl))))) 

title(np(noun(networks,pl),np(noun(performance,sg),np(noun(eval
uation,sg))))) 

networks 
pl�

�

title�

np 

noun np 

performanc
e 
sg

noun np 

evaluation 
sg�

�

noun 

��� 

sg�

title�

np 

noun np 

���  

sg�

noun np 

���� 

pl�

noun 
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associates $1 with the subtree of  “intell igent search system”, $2 with the 

node for “for”,  and $3 with the subtree for “bibliographic services”. 

Translating each of these then becomes a separate task for transfer, which 

operates on these subtrees in the same way as on the original tree—

attempting to find rules which deal with these sorts of structure. This 

process is i llustrated in Fig. 3-10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-10  Compound Transfer 

 

In the translation process,  lexical  mapping is inevitable.  In any transfer 

process, the one-to-zero mapping is undesirable. One-to-zero mapping 

means the lack of equivalent lexical word in the target  language. This 

phenomena is called “lexical hole” in (Hai, Kawtrakul and Poovorawan, 

1997),(Trujillo, 1999). In this work we found this gab when we translate a 

noun phrase that  contains an “of” separator.  This translation is described 

in two steps: restructuring of the English parse tree and reordering of 

words.  The translation rule of a noun phrase that contains the separator 

“of” looks as follows. 

 

(3) [NP:$1, Sept:of,  NP:$2] �[NP:$3[NP:$2, NP:$1]]  
 �   
 [NP:$3]  
 

As an example, consider the translation of “performance evaluation of 

routing algorithms” into  “/ �0�1����20�#3���� ����”. The rule associates $1 

with the subtree of  “performance evaluation” and $2 with the subtree for 

title(np1(np(adj(intelligent),np(noun(search,sg),np(noun(system,sg)))),sept(for),np(adj(bibliographic),np(noun(service,pl))))
) 

title(np1(np(noun(����,sg),np(noun('� �',sg),np(adj('��	')))),sept(
),np(noun('���',pl),np(adj('���������')))
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“routing algorithms”. In the first  step,  the original tree is restructured by 

dropping the “of” node and switching the arguments of the “of”. This 

yield a tree representation of “routing algorithms performance evaluation” 

that  is to be associated with $3. In the second step, the normal transfer 

rules are applied to the tree representation associated with $3 to get the 

translation of the original tree. This process is i llustrated in Fig. 3.11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-11  “of” Transfer  

 

The translation of a noun phrase starting in a quantifier is described by a 

special rule that looks as follows. 

 

(4) [w i :$1[quantifier form], w i +1 :$2, …, wk :$k] (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) 
 �   
 [w i :$1,  wk :$k, wk -1 :$k-1, …, w i :$i]   (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) 
 

n(,np)ting,plrou(noun(np,)of(sept,)))evaluation,sg(noun(,np)performance,sg(noun(np(1np(title

title(np(noun(�����,sg),np(noun(���	,sg),np(noun(
������,pl),np(noun(��

,pl))))))

 ,)algorithm,pl(noun(,np)routing,pl(noun(np(title

title(np(noun(�����,pl),np(noun(
������,pl), 
np(noun(,sg),np(noun(,sg))))))

Step 1 

Step 2 
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This rule says that the quantifier that fills  the head of the noun phrase is 

translated to an equivalent  word that  fil ls  the head, i .e. at  the same 

position,  of target noun phrase.   The rest of the noun phrase is  translated 

in the normal transfer rules.  As an example,  consider the translation of 

“comparative study for some software engineering tools” into  “ � �.0�����4�0�

/�5 �%��4�67���� �8 ���”. This process is il lustrated in Fig. 3.12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-12  Quantif ier Transfer 

The translation of a noun phrase starting in a gerund (-ing) form is 

described by a special rule that looks as follows. 

 

(5) [w i :$1[-ing form], w i +1 :$2, …, wk :$k] (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) & $1 ∉  termbase 
 �   
 [w i :$1,  wk :$k, wk -1 :$k-1, …, w i :$i]   (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) 
 

This rule says that the gerund form that  fi lls the head of the noun phrase 

is translated to an equivalent word that fi lls the head, i .e. at the same 

position,  of target noun phrase.   The rest of the noun phrase is  translated 

in the normal transfer rules.   As an example, consider the translation of 

“automating software testing” into  “/�5 �%�0��93���9: ”. This process is 

illustrated in Fig.  3.13. 

title(np1(np(noun(comparative,sg),np(noun(study,sg))),sept(for), 
 

np(quantifier(some),np(noun(software,pl),np(noun(engineering,sg),np(noun

title(np1(np(noun(
���,sg),np(noun(
����,sg))),sept(�), 
np(quantifier(� ��),np(noun(���	,pl),np(noun(�����,sg),np(noun(�������,pl))))))) 
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Fig. 3-13  Gerund Transfer 

  

One further condition is added in order to apply this rule. The gerund 

word that fills the head of the noun phrase must not be a computer term. 

As an example, consider the translation of “switching techniques for 

multimedia information transmission over a widearea network” into “ ��/��6��

�����19���������' ��$��������9;��<=���4#�� �/����#$���>���6� �>��?#� ”.  Since  “switching” is a 

gerund term, the above rule cannot be applied. Special words like the one 

given have to be kept in a termbase in order to prevent this rule from 

being applied.  

 

The translation of a noun phrase starting in a word ending in  (able) form 

is described by a special rule that  looks as follows. 

 

(6) [w i :$1[-able form], w i +1 :$2, …, wk :$k] (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) 
 �   
 [w i :$1,  wk :$k, wk -1 :$k-1, …, w i :$i]   (1 ≤  i  ≤  k) 
 
As an example, consider the translation of “reusable problem solving 

components” into  “�$����>@�A#���,��B94 ������”. This process is  illustrated 

in Fig. 3.14. 

title(np(noun(automating,sg),np(noun(software,pl),np(noun(testing,sg))))) 

title(np(noun(
 !�	,sg),np(noun(�" ��,sg),np(noun(�������,pl))))) 
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Fig. 3-14  “-able” Transfer 

The implementation of the transfer component is shown in Fig.3-15. In 

this implementation, the special transfer rules are applied first .  

 
 transfer(title(NP),title(NP1)):-!, 
 transfer(NP,NP1). 
transfer(np1(NP,sept(of),NP1),NP6):- 
 NP1=np1(NP2,Sept,NP3),!, 
 append_np(NP2,NP,NP4), 
 NP5=np1(NP4,Sept,NP3), 
 transfer(NP5,NP6). 
 
transfer(np1(NP,sept(of),NP1),NP3):-!, 
 append_np(NP1,NP,NP2), 
 transfer(NP2,NP3). 
 
transfer(np1(NP,sept(ESept),NP1),np1(NP2,sept(ASept),NP3)):- 
 dic(ESept,separator,ASept), 
 transfer(NP,NP2), 
 transfer(NP1,NP3). 
 
transfer(np(quantifier(EW),NP),np(quantifier(AW),NP1)):- 
 dic(EW,quantifier,AW),!, 
 transfer_np(NP,NP1). 
 
transfer(np(noun(EW,No),NP),np(noun(AW,No),NP1)):- 
 same_pos(EW),!, 
 dic(EW,noun,AW), 
 transfer_np(NP,NP1). 
transfer(NP,NP1):- 
 transfer_np(NP,NP1). 
 
transfer_np(np(noun(EW,No),NP),NP2):-!, 
 dic(EW,noun,AW), 
 transfer_np(NP,NP1), 
 transfer_np(NP1,noun(AW,No),NP2). 

title(np(noun(reusable,sg),np(noun(problem,sg),np(noun(solving,sg),np(noun(component,pl)))))) 

title(np(noun(#��$ �	����%�,sg),np(noun(&�'�,pl),np(noun((),sg),np(noun(
*'+�,sg)))))) 
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transfer_np(np(adj(EW),NP),NP2):- 
 dic(EW,adj,AW),!, 
 transfer_np(NP,NP1), 
 transfer_np(NP1,adj(AW),NP2). 
 
transfer_np(np(det(X),NP),np(det(X),NP1)):-!, 
 transfer_np(NP,NP1). 
 
transfer_np(np(noun(EW,No)),np(noun(AW,No))):-!, 
 dic(EW,noun,AW). 
 
transfer_np(np(Any),Term,E):-!, 
 E=np(Any,np(Term)). 
 
transfer_np(np(Any,NP),Term,np(Any,NP1)):-!, 
 transfer_np(NP,Term,NP1). 
 
append_np(np(X),NP,np(X,NP)). 
append_np(np(X,NP),NP1,np(X,NP2)):- 
 append_np(NP,NP1,NP2). 

Fig. 3-15  Implementation of the Transfer Component 

 

3.3.2  Bi-Lingual Dictionary and the Termbase   

In addition to the dictionary a terminological database (also called a 

"termbase") is  provided which is simply just the gerund (–ing) form of a 

word that corresponds to a terminology. Each entry is a special ized 

vocabulary used to refer to a terminology of a particular domain that is 

included in the dictionary.  They are identified in order to supplement the 

existing dictionary for getting a suitable translation of the source text. In 

our transfer process, these words are needed in order to satisfy condition 

given in rule (5). Examples of the terminology from computer science are 

shown in Table 3-5. 

     Table 3-5  Examples of Termbase entries 

modeling routing mining 
programming switching scheduling 
processing reasoning training 
learning authoring engineering 
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The termbase entry is implemented as a Prolog fact  that has the form: 

gerund_term(Term) 

Where Term is a term from the source text domain. 

Recall that the lexical transfer is done through bilingual dictionary rules. 

This dictionary relates the source lexical units (“words”) to target lexical 

units. The bi-lingual dictionary entry is represented as prolog facts as 

follows: 

dic(English_word, Word_Cat, Arabic_word).          

Where: 

• The English_word  is either: 

-  A noun in singluar form or an irregular plural 

-  An adjective form 

-  A separator form 

-  A quantifier form 

• The Word_Cat  (word category) is the word noun, adj, separator, 

or quantifier. 

• The Arabic_word  is the Arabic equivalent of the English_word  

()*�����������	������ +������

 

In the third step, sentences are generated by using the target language's 

parsing rules in reverse, building a sequence of words in the target 

language that express the meaning in the translated parse tree. The Arabic 

generator component will synthesis the inflected Arabic word-form based 

on the morphological features and traverse the syntactic tree to produce 

the surface Arabic noun phrase. The generation step comprises Arabic 

dictionary, Arabic morphological synthesizer, and Arabic noun phrase 

synthesizer. 
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The Arabic dictionary used in this step is  a monolingual dictionary 

containing Arabic morphemes only.  Considering nouns and adjectives,  

they are stored in the dictionary in their singular masculine form. Their 

synthesis depends on: 

o Gender of noun 

o Number of noun 

o Definition of noun 

As is the case with English monolingual dictionary, the irregular forms 

are explicitly included in the Arabic dictionary. 

 

The following describes the structure of entries for the proposed 

monolingual Arabic dictionary. Table 3-6 shows examples of these 

entries. 

• Noun:  a content word which has four features the stem-

form, the number, gender, and definition. Nouns are stored in 

singular form. Irregular plurals have additional entries. Recall 

that for the translation purposes, we used the stem-form rather 

than the root-form for nouns. 

• Adjective:  a content word, which has a word-form feature. 

 

title(np(noun(��� ,sg), 
             np(noun(�����,sg), 
                  np(noun(�����,sg))))) 

title(np(noun(��� ,m,undef), 
              np(noun(�����,f,undef), 
                 np(noun(����;�,f,def))))) 

Generation 

����;����������� 
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Table 3-6  Examples of the monolingual English dict ionary entries  

Noun Adject ive 
Form Numbe

r 
Gender  Definitio

n 
Irr. 
Plural 

Form 

���� sg m undef ����� ���  
����� pl f undef none �����	

	
��� sg f undef none 
�
�	

 

The dictionary is implemented as Prolog facts. Figure 3.16 shows the 

implementation of the examples given in Table 3-6. 

noun(',-��',sg ,  m,undef ,  [',����']) .  adj('."/%').  
noun(',����',pl ,  f ,undef ,  [ ] ) .   adj('.��"0').  
noun('
*'+�',sg ,  f ,undef ,  [ ] ) .   adj('�1�2').  

Fig.3-16  Implementation of the Arabic dict ionary 

 

3.4.2 The Arabic Morphological Synthesizer 
 

The Arabic morphological synthesizer will generate the inflected Arabic 

word according to the Arabic agreement relationship. This relationship is 

between words in certain context such that a word in one position follows 

the word in a corresponding position in some aspects: such as number 

(single, plural), sex (male, female), and definition (definite, indefinite). 

The agreement rules are different in different languages. For example, in 

English, adjective does not agree with its noun in count and sex; we say 

“good man,” “good girl,” and “good men.” 

. The architecture of the morphological synthesizer is given in Figure 

3.17. The implementation of the morphological synthesizer is given in 

Fig. 3.18. This figure shows that the role of the morphological synthesis 

is to:  

• Synthesize defined noun: lookup the noun in the dictionary if i t  

is definite then return; otherwise defines the noun with “�”. 

• Synthesize definite adjective:  define the adjective with “�”.      

• Synthesize feminine adjective: feminize the adjective with “ ”. 
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• Synthesize plural noun:  

1.  Lookup the stem and features in the dictionary.  

2.  If the number feature of the dictionary agrees with the 

number feature of the source noun then return the stem and its 

features.  

3.  If the number feature of the source noun is plural and 

there is an explicit (irregular) plural, return the plural stem and its 

features.  

4.  Otherwise, synthesize the regular plural of the Arabic 

noun (sound masculine plural and sound feminine plural) that 

agrees with the gender of the stem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-17 Architecture of the morphological synthesizer 
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synthesize_def_noun(def ,W,W):-!.  
synthesize_def_noun(_,W,DefW):-  
 name(W,W1),  
  (append(W2,[32 |W3],W1) -> 
  append("
�",W2,DefW2),  
  append("
�",W3,DefW3),  
  append(DefW2,[32 |DefW3],DefW1) 
 ;  append("
�",W1,DefW1) 
 ) ,  name(DefW,DefW1).  
synthesize_def_adj(W,DefW):-  
 name(W,W1),  
  ( (append(W2,[32 |W3],W1),  
   name(W4,W2),  
   adj(W4))  -> 
  append("
�",W2,DefW2),  
  append(DefW2,[32 |W3],DefW1) 
 ;  append("
�",W1,DefW1) 
 ) ,  name(DefW,DefW1).  
synthesize_fem_adj(W,FemW):-  
 name(W,W1),  
 ( (append(W2,[32 |W3],W1),   
   name(W4,W2),  
   adj(W4))  -> 
  append(W2," �",FemW2),  
  append(FemW2,[32|W3],FemW1) 
 ;  append(W1," �",FemW1) 
 ) ,  name(FemW,FemW1).  
 
Fig.3-18 Implementation of the morphological synthesizer 

of Nouns and adjectives  

3.4.3 The Arabic Noun Phrase synthesizer 
 

The main role of the noun phrase synthesizer is to construct the Arabic 

noun phrase that represents the translated noun phrase. The architecture of 

the noun phrase synthesizer is shown in Fig. 3-19. In this architecture, 

depending on the syntactic category, the word is synthesized by calling 

the morphological synthesizer.  

The noun phrase synthesis consists of three phases. First,  the right nouns 

are built  according to the number and definition features. Second, we 

ensure the agreement relationship between descriptive nouns and 

adjectives with regard to the sex and definition features. Third, the 

transformed tree is traversed to produce the final output.  
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Fig. 3-19  Architecture of  noun phrase Synthesizer 
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 This process is shown in Fig. 3.20. In the following we will describe the 

transformation rules for synthesizing nouns, the transformation for 

synthesizing adjectives, and the traversal of the tree to produce the final 

output. 

 
synthesis(Tree1):- 
 process_noun(Tree1,Tree2) ,  
 process_adj(Tree2,Tree) ,  
 traverse(Tree,L) ,write_list (L) ,nl . 

Fig. 3-20 Implementation of the Noun Phrase synthesizer�

 

Transformations of Nouns 

 

A set of transformational grammar rules is applied to synthesize the nouns 

in the target Arabic noun phrase to get a grammatically correct structure.  

These transformational rules (Neaama, 1973) are divided into two 

categories: rules that generate plurals and rules that define nouns with 

“��”. Since these rules may be applied together, i .e. we may synthesize a 

defined plural, the implementation of the structure inspection of the noun 

phrase is put together, see Fig. 3-21. In this implementation, the leave 

nodes of the tree are transformed according to the lexical features in the 

Arabic monolingual dictionary and the structural features from applying 

syntactic rules of Arabic. 
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process_noun(t it le(NP),t it le(NP1)):-! ,  
 process_noun(NP,NP1).  
process_noun(np1(NP,Sept,NP1),np1(NP2,Sept,NP3)):- 
 process_noun(NP,NP2), 
 synthesize_def_genitive_np(Sept,NP1,NP3). 
process_noun(np(det(the) ,NP),NP1):-! ,  
 synthesize_def_np(NP,NP1).  
process_noun(np(det(A),NP),NP1):-  
 (A=a;A=an),! ,  
 synthesize_undef_np(NP,NP1).  
process_noun(np(noun(AW,No)) ,np(noun(AW1,G,D))):- ! ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(AW,No,AW1,G,D).  
process_noun(np(Any),np(Any)):-! .  
process_noun(np(noun(M,No),np(noun(MA,No1))) ,E):-! ,  
 E=(np(noun(M1,G1,D1),np(noun(MA2,G2,def))) ) ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(M,No,M1,G1,D1),  
 synthesize_pl_noun(MA,No1,MA1,G2,D2),  
 synthesize_def_noun(D2,MA1,MA2).  
process_noun(np(noun(M,No),NP),E):-! ,  
 E=np(noun(M1,G,D),NP1),  
 synthesize_pl_noun(M,No,M1,G,D),   
 synthesize_def_np(NP,NP1).  
process_noun(np(Any,X1),np(Any,Y1)):-! ,  
 process_noun(X1,Y1). 
Fig. 3-21 Implementation of the First Phase of the Nouns Phrase synthesizer 
 

Synthesis of definition 
1.  Definition with the postfixed noun (“
�3��4�5!3�”) 

The following is the morphological rule that handles the definition of the 

postfixed noun (“����	� �� ��”) of a noun phrase in annexation (“ �	� ������� ”). 

IF   the noun phrase is in annexation (“.6�78�9�:��”) 
THEN define the postfixed noun (“
�3��4�5!3�”) 
 
 

This rule is the most common rule. The implementation of the definition 

of the postfixed noun is given in Fig. 3-21. Fig. 3-22 shows an example 

where the postfixed noun “�6���” is defined  

 

 

 

 
title(np(noun(';��<�',sg),np(noun('��%�=',sg),np(noun(�6���,sg)))  

title(np(noun(';��<�',m,undef),np(noun('��%�=',f,undef),np(noun('�6��!3�',f,def))))) 
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Fig. 3-22 Definit ion with  the postfixed noun (“	����������”) 

 

2.  Definition with the article “�� >1�� 3��4�)” 

In English, the article “the” is used to define a noun phrase and the 

article “a(n)” is used to undefine a noun phrase. In Arabic, the prefix 

“��” is used to define a noun in the noun phrase, called definite “ �������”, 

whereas its nonexistence would be considered as an indefinite noun, 

called indefinite “�����”. The following is the rule that handles the 

definition with article.  

IF  the noun phrase is defined with the article (“>1�� 3��4�)”) 

THEN define the noun phrase   

An exception to this rule is that proper nouns are not defined with 

articles, e.g. “ �����” Egypt. Fig. 3-23 shows an example of a definition of 

a noun with article. In our implementation we differentiate between two 

cases, see Fig. 3-24. The case where the noun phrase are to be defined and 

the case where it  is to be made undefined.  For this purpose, the articles 

are carried over to the generation phase.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-23  Definit ion with the article “��  �����������” 

title(np(quantifier(?�),np(det(the),np(noun(,-��,pl),np(adj(' )@1�')))))) 

t i t l e(np(quant i f i er(?�) ,np(noun(',���!3�',f ,de f) ,np(adj('@1�)'))) ) )  
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synthesize_def_np(np(noun(MA,No),np(adj(M))) ,E):-! ,  
 E=np(noun(MA2,G,def) ,np(adj(M))) ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(MA,No,MA1,G,D),  
 synthesize_def_noun(D,MA1,MA2).  
synthesize_def_np(np(noun(MA,No),NP),E):-  
 NP=np(adj(Adj) ,NP1),! ,  
 E=np(noun(MA2,G,def) ,np(adj(Adj) ,NP2)) ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(MA,No,MA1,G,D),  
 synthesize_def_noun(D,MA1,MA2),  
 synthesize_def_np(NP1,NP2).  
synthesize_def_np(np(noun(MA,No)) ,E):-! ,  
 E=np(noun(MA2,G,def)) ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(MA,No,MA1,G,D),  
 synthesize_def_noun(D,MA1,MA2).  
synthesize_def_np(X,Y):-  
 process_noun(X,Y).  
synthesize_undef_np(np(noun(AW,No)) ,np(noun(AW1,G,D))):- ! ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(AW,No,AW1,G,D).  
synthesize_undef_np(np(Noun),np(Noun)):-! .  
synthesize_undef_np(np(noun(AW,No),Sept ,NP),np(noun(AW1,G,D),Sept ,NP1)):-! ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(AW,No,AW1,G,D),  
 process_noun(NP,NP1).  
synthesize_undef_np(np(N,Sept ,NP),np(N,Sept ,NP1)):-! ,  
 synthesize_def_genit ive_np(Sept ,NP,NP1).  
synthesize_undef_np(np(det(A),NP),NP1):-  
 (A=a;A=an),! ,  
 synthesize_undef_np(NP,NP1).  
synthesize_undef_np(np(noun(M,No),NP),np(noun(M1,G,D),NP1)):-! ,  
 synthesize_pl_noun(M,No,M1,G,D),  
 synthesize_undef_np(NP,NP1).  
synthesize_undef_np(np(Any,NP),np(Any,NP1)):-! ,  
 synthesize_undef_np(NP,NP1).  

Fig. 3-24 Implementation of the def init ion with art icle 

 

 

3.  Definition of a noun in the genit ive (“ !�"���”).  

In Arabic, the noun phrase that is preceded by a preposition (“ ���!���

���"��”), called quasi-proposition (“ ��	�
�#��$�%”), would define the noun in 

genitive (“ � !��"���”). The following is the rule that handles definition of a 

noun in genitive. 

IF   the noun phrase is in quasi-proposition (“
*!2��"A”) 
THEN define the noun in genitive (“B��!3�”) 
 

In our grammar, the syntactic category of prepositions is separators. Fig. 

3-25 shows an example where the preposition “�” is used to define the 
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plural noun in genitive “&��'��(”, which result in the defined noun 

“ �&��'�)��”. The implementation of the definition the noun in genitive is 

given in Fig. 3-26.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-25 Definit ion of a noun in the genit ive (“ !�"���”).  

synthesize_def_genit ive_np(sept(Sept) ,np(noun(MA,No),Sept1,NP),E):-  
 is_genit ive(Sept) , ! ,  
 E = np(noun(MA2,G,def) ,Sept1,NP1),  
 synthesize_pl_noun(MA,No,MA1,G,D),  
 synthesize_def_noun(D,MA1,MA2),  
 synthesize_def_genit ive_np(Sept1,NP,NP1).  
synthesize_def_genit ive_np(sept(Sept) ,NP,NP1):-  
 is_genit ive(Sept) , ! ,  
 synthesize_def_np(NP,NP1).  
synthesize_def_genit ive_np(_,NP,NP1):-  
 process_noun(NP,NP1).  
 
% ���	� ���  
is_genit ive('��'):-!.   
… 
 
Fig. 3-26 Implementation of the noun in the genit ive  

Synthesis of plurals 
Recall that the analysis module recognizes the stem of the word and its 

features. The transfer module maps the stem and features to their Arabic 

equivalents. In the generation module, from the stem and its features, its 

plural is synthesized. The following is the rule that handles the generation 

of plurals. 
IF       the number feature of the stem is plural 

Then generate the plural of the noun  

For example, the word “algorithms” is analyzed to the word “algorithm”, 

with the number feature “pl”. The transfer maps “algorithm” into 

title(np1(np(noun(����,sg),np(noun(� �,sg),np(adj(��	))))),sept(
),np(noun(���,pl),np(adj(���������)))) 

title(np1(np(noun(#�C�,m,undef),np(noun(@<"3�,m,def),np(adj(.:D))))),sept(�),np(noun(����$3�,f,def) 
,np(adj(.6��2�*"��))))))) 
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“ �� ��20�#3” and its number feature into “pl”. In the generation, the sound 

feminine plural (“ ���*���+���,��-����.��#”) of the word, which is “ �/���20�#3”, is 

synthesized because the gender feature of the word is feminine “f”. This 

is shown in Fig. 3-27. The implementation of plurals noun and adjective 

see Fig. 3-28 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3-27 Generation of plurals 

 
 

synthesize_pl_noun(AWord,Numero,AWords,Gend,Def):-  
 noun(AWord,Numero,S,D,_) , ! ,  AWords=AWord,Gend=S,Def=D. 
synthesize_pl_noun(AWord,pl ,AWords,Gend,Def):-  
 noun(AWord,sg,_ ,_ ,[AWords]) , ! ,  
 noun(AWords,pl ,Gend,Def , [ ] ) .  
synthesize_pl_noun(AWord,pl ,AWords,Gend,Def):-  
 noun(AWord,sg,f ,D,_) , ! ,   
 name(AWord,W1),  
 append(W2," �",W1),  
 append(W2,"� �",W3),  
 name(AWords,W3),  
 Gend=f,Def=D. 
synthesize_pl_noun(AWord,pl ,AWords,Gend,Def):-  
 noun(AWord,sg,m,D,_) , ! ,   
 name(AWord,W1),  
 append(W1,"��",W2),  
 name(AWords,W2),  
 Gend=m,Def=D. 

Fig. 3-28 Implementation of generat ion plurals  
Transformations of Adjectives 

Agreement between nouns and adjectives 

�

A second set of transformational grammar rules is applied to synthesize 

the adjectives that agree with their described (“ 	� � ! ���”) nouns in the target 

title(np(noun(�����,m,undef),np(noun(���	,m,undef),np(noun(��������,f,undef),np(noun(����!3�,f,def)))))) 

title(np(noun(�����,sg),np(noun(���	,sg),np(noun(
������,pl),np(noun(�����,pl)))))) 
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Arabic noun phrase to get the final grammatically correct structure.  

These transformational rules are described by the following rules.  

IF   the noun phrase is in adjective “.EFB�9�:��” AND  
 the described noun (“4�F�!3�”) is defined 

THEN define the adjective  
�

IF   the noun phrase is in adjective “.EFB�9�:��” AND 
 the described noun (“4�F�!3�”) is feminine 

THEN feminize the adjective  
�

Fig. 3-29 shows an example where the adjective “ �/���#0�
$�1” is defined and 

feminized to agree with the describe noun “ �&��'�)��”. Fig. 3-30 shows the 

implementation of the second phase of the noun phrase synthesizer. This 

implementation shows how the adjective inherits the gender and the 

definition from their described nouns. 

 

�

�

�

�

Fig. 3-29 Agreement of Nouns and Adjectives�

title(np(noun(#�C�,m,undef),np(noun(@<"3�,m,def),np(adj(.:D),sept(�),np(noun(����$3�,f,def), 
np(adj(.6��2�*"��))))))) 

np(noun(#�C�,m,undef),np(noun(@<"3�,m,def),np(adj(.:G3�),sept(�),np(noun(����$3�,f,def), 
np(adj(
�6��2�*"�"3�))))))) 
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process_adj(t it le(NP),t it le(NP1)):-! ,  
 process_adj(NP,NP1).  
process_adj(np(quantif ier(Q),NP),np(quantif ier(Q),NP1)):-! ,  
 process_adj(NP,NP1).  
process_adj(np(det(D),NP),np(det(D),NP1)):-! ,  
 process_adj(NP,NP1).  
process_adj(np(noun(M,G,D),NP),  np(noun(M,G,D),NP1)):-! ,  
 process_adj(NP,G,D,NP1).  
process_adj(np(noun(N,G,D),sept(Sept) ,NP),  np(noun(N,G,D),sept(Sept1) ,NP1)):-  
 adj(Sept) , ! ,  
 process_adj(adj(Sept) ,G,D,adj(Sept1)) ,  
 process_adj(NP,NP1).  
process_adj(np(Any,sept(S) ,NP),np(Any,sept(S) ,NP1)):-! ,  
 process_adj(NP,NP1).  
process_adj(np(Any),np(Any)):-! .  
process_adj(np(adj(Adj) ,NP),G,DEF, np(adj(Adj1) ,NP1)):-! ,  
 process_adj(adj(Adj) ,G,DEF,adj(Adj1)) ,  
 process_adj(NP,G,DEF,NP1).  
process_adj(np(adj(Adj)) ,G,DEF, np(adj(Adj1))): - ! ,  
 process_adj(adj(Adj) ,G,DEF,adj(Adj1)) .  
process_adj(np(adj(Adj) ,sept(Sept) ,NP),G,DEF, np(adj(Adj1) ,sept(Sept1) ,NP1)):-  
 adj(Sept) , ! ,  
 process_adj(adj(Adj) ,G,DEF,adj(Adj1)) ,  
 process_adj(adj(Sept) ,G,DEF,adj(Sept1)) ,  
 process_adj(NP,NP1).  
process_adj(np(adj(Adj) ,Sept ,NP),G,DEF, np(adj(Adj1) ,Sept ,NP1)):-! ,  
 process_adj(adj(Adj) ,G,DEF,adj(Adj1)) ,  
 process_adj(NP,NP1).  
process_adj(adj(X),G,DEF,E):-! ,  
 (DEF==def  ->  
  (G==f -> 
   synthesize_fem_adj(X,X1),  
   synthesize_def_adj(X1,X2) 
  ;  synthesize_def_adj(X,X2) 
  )  
 ;  (G==f -> 
   synthesize_fem_adj(X,X2) 
  ;  X=X2) 
 ) ,  
 E=adj(X2).  
process_adj(X,_,_ ,Y):-! ,  
 process_adj(X,Y).  

Fig.  3-30 � Implementat ion of the Second Phase of the Nouns Phrase 

synthesizer  

Target Noun Phrase Synthesis 

The last phase is responsible for polishing and producing the Arabic noun 

phrase in its right form, See Fig. 3-31. The final parse tree is traversed in 

a depth-first manner producing an Arabic noun phrase in a list.  This list is 
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written in order to get the final output of the noun phrase translation 

system.  

traverse(Tree,L):-  
 traverse(Tree,L,[]) .  
traverse(t it le(NP),L,L0):-! ,  
 traverse(NP,L,L0) .  
traverse(np(W,NP),L,L0):-! ,  
 get_word(W,W1),  
 L=[W1|L1] ,  
 traverse(NP,L1,L0) .  
traverse(np(W,sept('
'),NP),L,L0):-  
 get_word(W,W1),  
 traverse(NP,X2,L1,L0) ,  
 get_word(X2,X3),  
 name(X3,X4),  
 append("
�",X5,X4),! ,  
 append("��",X5,X6),  
 name(X7,X6),  
 L=[W1,X7|L1] .  
traverse(np(W,sept(S) ,NP),L,L0):-  
 pref ix(S) , ! ,  
 get_word(W,W1),  
 traverse(NP,X2,L1,L0) ,  
 get_word(X2,X3),  
 append_atoms(S,X3,X4),  
 L=[W1,X4|L1] .  
traverse(np(W,sept(S) ,NP),L,L0):-! ,  
 get_word(W,W1),  
 L=[W1,S|L1] ,  
 traverse(NP,L1,L0) .  
traverse(np(W),L,L0):-! ,  
 get_word(W,W1),  
 L=[W1|L0] .  
traverse(_,L,L).  
traverse(np(X),X,L,L).  
traverse(np(X,NP),X,L,L0):-  traverse(NP,L,L0) .  
traverse(np(X,sept(S) ,NP),X,L,L0):-  traverse(S,NP,L,L0) .  
write_list ( [ ] ) .  
write_list ( [''|T]):-! ,  
 write_list (T) .  
write_list ( [H|T]):-  
 write(H),  write(' '),  
 write_list (T) .  
get_word(noun(X,_,_) ,X) .  
get_word(det(_) ,'').  
get_word(adj(X),X).  
get_word(quantif ier(X),X).  
append_atoms(A,B,C):-!,  
 name(A,A1),name(B,B1) ,append(A1,B1,C1),  
 name(C,C1).  
Fig. 3-31 Implementation of the Third Phase of the Nouns Phrase 

synthesizer 
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CHAPTER 4 
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he evaluation of MT systems is an important issue, which has 

received considerable attention. There are many reasons for 

evaluating MT systems (Trujillo 1999). For example, one might 

want to decide whether the quality of the output is sufficiently high for a 

particular purpose. There is no standard approach to evaluation, and 

each application of MT may require its own distinct evaluation 

methodology. In this chapter we developed an evaluation methodology to 

evaluate the translation system and applied this methodology on three 

experiments. The experiments result are analyzed and discussion.   

 
4.1 Overview 
 

First attempts in the field of MT evaluation  (as reported in [Woo 94]) 

were based on some false hypotheses. One of them can described as 

follow: If you translate a text from Italian into French, for instance, and 

then back to Italian, you will get an exact copy of the original text –

provided that your translation system worked well. And every difference 

between the original and the translated Italian text will indicate an error 

your system has made. This hypothesis is not correct –consider that even 

T 
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an extraordinarily good human translation will not reach this goal. Beside, 

to translate in such a manner is not the aim of the translation anyway. 

 

A second hypothesis is based on the same misconception. You choose a 

text to have it  translated by a machine and also by a good human 

translator, and then you compare the output. You are tempted to say: the 

closer the results, the better the machine system. This view is wrong 

again, for similar reasons. It  is possible to translate a sentence in two 

different ways and to get two different and nevertheless correct results. 

The machine-translated output can be of the same quality although only 

similar to the human translation. 

 

Of course, this does not mean that the qualified achievements of human 

translators have lost their status as a measure for any kind of translation. 

It  is still  desirable to reach the human translation level. As soon as we are 

no longer able to decide whether a text has been translated by a machine 

or by a person, we have reached our goal. We compare this to the 

situation in the Turing test. Turing proposed to define the intelligence of 

a computer according to the following setup: You sit on a computer and 

enter some questions, which are answered immediately. If you cannot 

decide whether the answers are given by the computer itself or by a 

person sitting in front of a terminal next door, the system shows 

intelligent behavior. 

 

One way to evaluate a MT system, which avoid the problems mentioned, 

is to check whether the target text still  contains the information of the 

original. For this purpose, you may give a target text to persons who do 

not know the source language and ask them questions about the text. 

These questions must be chosen in a way that they can only be answered 

with information from the text. In this way you can gain knowledge of 

how much of the original information is preserved in the translated text. 
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Another tricky problem in the evaluation process is the judgement of 

translated texts by experts. Whatever you do, you will get individual and 

subjective results. Our texts have shown that is possible to flatten these 

discrepancies by asking the participants for a relative ranking of some 

target texts rather than for an absolute rating.  

 

As reported in the literature (e.g. in [WOO94]), you should not compare 

different language pairs or different translation directions. Otherwise, you 

will not be able to interpret your result since you do not have a common 

ground for a valid comparison. 

 

Other reports ([Jdb93],[Fla94]) have shown that it  is possible to look at 

errors that appear in a translated text and to classify them. You can 

examine to what extent an error affects the understanding of a text or, 

how easy it  is to correct the error. It  is more difficult,  if sometimes not 

impossible, to find out why the translation system has made a certain 

error, Such diagnoses are often purely hypothetical. Nevertheless, error 

classification seems to be a useful tool for MT evaluation. 

 

4.2 The Evaluation Methodology 
 

In order to evaluate the correctness of our MT system we developed an 

evaluation methodology. This methodology is based on a comparison 

between the system output with the original translation of the input text. 

The following steps describe the evaluation methodology: 

1.  Run the system on the selected test case. 

2.  Compare the original translation with the system output. 

3.  Classify the problems that arise from the mismatches between 

the two translations. 
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4.  Assign a suitable score for each problem. A range of score 

between 0 and 10 determines the correctness of the translation. 

While 0 indicates absolutely incorrect translation and 10 indicates 

absolutely correct (matched) translation. 

5.  When a situation belongs to multiple problems compute its score 

average. 

6.  Determine the correctness of the test case by computing the 

percentage of the total scores. 

7.  Suggest possible solutions for the identified problems and apply 

the necessary improvements to the MT system. 

In order to improve the translation output the evaluation methodology is 

applied on successive stages that includes a cycle of translation, error 

identification, correction, and re-translation until  no more changes can be 

made cost effectively and without diminishing the quality of other areas 

of the system. In the following subsections we describe three successive 

experiments that evaluates the system and incrementally improves its 

output. 

 

4.2.1 Experiment I 
 

The purpose of this experiment is  to investigate whether the machine 

translation system is sufficiently robust for translating English noun 

phrases to Arabic. The evaluation methodology is applied on 66 real  

thesis tit les from computer science domain. This translation system gives 

15 matched translat ions,  See table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 Matched translation in Experiment I 


�*F	�
!2�� 
�3H�
!2�� Titles 
�2�')�3�1�����)�4�	5��6
	$�4 ���7���$$3 

���7���$$3�2�')�3�1�����)�4�	5��6
	$�4  

Diagnostic method using 
non_monotonic reasoning 

�8��9���&����$�����:�4
;3�<��4��$% 

;3�<���&��$%�8��9���&����$�����:�4 Cryptography for computer 
networks security 

�*=����#0����/>�%� �6?
	�$3�<��� 

	�$3�<����*=����#0����/>�%� �6? An object_oriented framework 
for accounting systems 

�/��	�����������@A��BC
��<���8��94�&����1 

�8��94�&����1�/��	�����������@A��BC
��<�� 

A tool for knowledge discovery in 
life insurance data 

�.��D ��E�#��3��2�=����0F4
	���$6�	G��	�#�! 

�	�#�!�.��D ��E�#��3��2�=����0F4
	���$6�	G� 

Developing a text retrieval system 
with a natural language interface 

�&� 'H�8�+<���&����$���;�5�4
&����$���'I�0H 

�'I�0H�&� 'H�8�+<���&����$���;�5�4
��$��&��  

Data mining for improving data 
bases capabilities 

�/��)�����J����3A��	5��6
�/������B�JK0���2�')�3�1 

�2�')�3�1�/��)�����J����3A��	5��6
/������B�JK0�� 

Diagnostic reasoning method 
using dynamic model 

�'I�0H�/��	��L����2�=�
�#0����	�>�����&����$�� 

��2�=��&����$���'I�0H�/��	��L��
�#0����	�>���� 

Authorization system in 
object_oriented data bases 

�#0����	�>�%�&����1�'I�H�0<� �#0����	�>�%�&����1�'I�H�0<� Towards an object_oriented data 
bases 

�*=���	�@K�	�������B�	�!'#
/�H�0���MH0�� 

=���	�@K�	�������B�	�!'#�MH0���*
/�H�0�� 

Intelligent dynamic scheduling for 
real time systems 

N0�����O������	�$%�P�
<4�8� N0�����O������	�$%�P�
<4�8� On fuzzy activity network analysis 
�	� ���QR�0��/
I�	�R�H�	5��6
;3�<���&��$%�8��9�� 

�8��9���	� ���QR�0��/
I�	�R�H�	5��6
3�<���&��$%;  

A firewalls�based scheme for 
computer networks security 

	��$����	
S�T��8��*
���� 	��$����	
S�T��8��*
�4 Learning from analogical 
examples 

�*R�5���/
<����U�'����-$�����BC
	%0�����	�$�����&��$����/
I 

�/
I�*R�5���/
<����U�'����-$�����BC
�	�$�����&��$���	%0����  

A tool for local cash flow 
forecasting based on fuzzy neural 
network 

�	IV0����&����$���'I�0H�*=��W
�/
I���X9����!�D R��)��
&�5�$F��� 

�	IV0����&����$���'I�0H�*=��W
&�5�$F����/
I���X94�!�D R��( 

Distributed data bases system: 
features and impact on 
applications 

The remaining 51 titles have problems that arise from the divergences and 

mismatches between source and target phrases. The following classifies 

these problems and assigns suitable scores for them. 

1.  Synonyms of a noun. This problem appeared because different 

synonyms of a noun are used. We give an output that belongs to this 

problem 10. 
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2.  Definition with the article .  This problem appeared because the 

noun phrase that are preceded by “a(n)” is translated as if it  were 

preceded by "the". In other words, the translation nouns and 

adjectives of this noun phrase are defined. We give an output that 

belongs to this problem 9. 

3.  Gender of the adjective.  In general, the adjective agrees with the 

described noun that precedes it .  This problem appeared because the 

adjective is feminized even though the noun that precedes it  has the 

gender male.  This means that the described noun is not the one that 

precedes the adjective. We give an output that belongs to this 

problem 9. 

4.  Order of the adjective .  This problem appeared because the 

translation of the adjective relative to its described noun is not 

translated in its right order. In other words, the adjective does not 

follow the described noun in order. We give an output that belongs 

to this problem 9. 

5.  Order of simple noun phrases.  Recall that a compound noun 

phrase is two or more noun phrases separated by a separator. This 

problem appeared because the order of the translation of simple 

noun phrases is different. We give an output that belongs to this 

problem 9. 

6.  Successive words form an expression .  This problem appeared 

because the successive words that form an expression is translated 

separately. We give an output that belongs to this problem 9. 

7.  Translation of a preposition .  This problem appeared because the 

translation differs in the translation of a preposition. We give an 

output that belongs to this problem 8. 

8.  Conjunction with "and".  In general, the conjunction "and" 

separates noun phrases. This problem appeared because in some 

situations an exception is made to use the "and" to separate two 

nouns. We give an output that belongs to this problem 8. 
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9.  Adding the preposition "�" .  This problem appeared because the 

translation differs in adding the preposition "�" in the translation. 

This means that we break down a simple noun phrase in two noun 

phrases separated by this preposition. We give an output that 

belongs to this problem 7. 

10. Translation with additional words. This problem appeared 

because the original translation contains extra words that have no 

corresponding words in the input noun phrase. We give an output 

that belongs to this problem 7.  
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Table 4-2 Evaluation results of Experiment I 
Title Machine Translation Original Translation Problem 

No. 
Score 

A concurrent constraint logic programming language 	���Y���'�5��	�5F���	"��1�	G� 	���Y�����'�5����	�5F�����	"��$
��	G� 1 9 
Project resource allocation with the support of an 
expert system based on fuzzy logic 

�Z
I�*R�H���$(�2�=��*IB�.��E!������B 0��'�'<4
N0�����UF���� 

�$(�2�=��'I�+�1�E!������B �0��D ��)4�/�$���
N0�����UF�����/
I 

1 10 

Towards a knowledge modeling approach in risk 
analysis domain 

�P�
<4���"��/��	�����	#[��������0<�
�6�)��� 

�P�
<4���"��/��	�������	#[����\0
3C�0<�
�6�)��� 

3 8.7 

A computer based clinical information system �����
@?�&��0
���2�=�;3���Z
I�	�R�H�	  �;3�<���2�')�3�1�/����
@?�&��0
���2�=�
/�]� 

4 8.75 

Automatic generation of explanation for expert 
systems 

��$(�*=��� �̂_0����/��4��04C�'��04 ��$(�*=����/�� �̂_0�
��/��4��04C�'��04 2 7.5 

Enhancing authoring systems with the knowledge base 
concepts 

�'I�H�*���:��.�����9����*=��8�+<4
	������ 

	�������'I�H�*���:�1����9����*=��8�+<4 1 9 

Quality assurance for information system development &��0
�����*=����0F���B0"���'�@94 &��0
�����*=����0F4�/��B0"���'�@94 1 9 
Comprehensive study on neural networks applications 
in mathematical programming 

�&��$����&�5�$F4�/
I�	
��%�	3� B
	�_������	"��$���/��	�$���� 

�/��	�$�����&��$����&�5�$F���	
��%�	3� B
	�_������	"��$�� 

1 9 

Goal programming within the frame of constraint logic 
programming 

�L(�8�����'��	"��1�	"��$��� �6?�
'�5����	�5F���� 

�	�5F�����	"��$��� �6?�/�����'����	"��$��
'�5��� 

1 9 

Behavioral simulation of protein based digital systems �/
I�	�R�5���	��H����*=���� 0̀
3��@�<�
8�4!�$�� 

8�4!�$��1�	��$����	��H����*=���� 0̀
3��@�<� 1 10 

A knowledge based system for software maintenance &��"��$���	������	�����/
I�*R�H�2�=� ����$���	������	�������'I�0H�/
I�/�$��2�=� 3 8.7 

Multimedia based educational software B'����QR�3!�/
I�	�R�H�	���
�4�&��"��1 B'������QR�30���2�')�3�1�	���
�4�&��"��1 1 10 

An authoring shell for intelligent tutoring systems /@[���*�
�����*=������94��BC 	�@[���*�
�����*=������94��BC 1 9 

Developing a cost function in a competitive market 
using an operation_research technique 

�;���3C�2�')�3�1�/+���4�a03�/��	:
�4�	��B���0F4
b0<1�&��
����  

4�;���3C�2�')�3�1�	�+���4�a03�/��	:
�4�	��B���0F
b0<1�&��
����  

1 9 
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Title Machine Translation Original Translation Problem 
No. 

Score 

Building a decision support system for organization in 
competitive market 

�a0+���/��&��=���� ��H�*IB�2�=��c��1
/+������ 

�/��&��=��
�� ��5���K�)4��*I'��2�=��c��1
	�+���4�a03 

1 7 

A simulation model for transient storage�stations MH-����8�Y)����&�F<����@�<��JK0�� 	�H-����8�Y)����&�F<����@�<��JK0�� 1 9 

An object_oriented approach for building hypermedia 
systems 

�QR�30���*=��c��$���#0����/>�%�����
	F1������ 

�QR�30���*=��c��$���#0����/>�%�\0
3C
���	F1���  

1 10 

Automatic knowledge acquisition tool for scheduling 
systems 

�*=���	���4��04T��	�������\�+�@���BC
�	�!'"�� 

	�!'"���*=������d�	�������e L)�3A��BC 2 8.5 

Call admission control in high speed computer 
networks 

�&��$%�/�����4A��c��#C�	$H����
<��/������.���+����;3�  

�&�$3�<���&��$%��L(�&A��4A��c��#C�/��*�<���
&�I��+���&�K�	������  

3 8.7 

Evaluation and improvement of work efficiency in 
wastewater stations using simulation technique 

�&�F<��/��P�����c�:@���0F4�!�*��54
<����	��54�2�')�3�1�/<����������@�  

�������&�F<�1�P�����c�:@���0F4�!�*��54
�@�<����\0
3C�2�')�3�1�/<��� 

2 9.5 

On fuzzy multiobjective transportation problem 	%0�������'�T��B'������P5��	
����8� ��'�T��B'����	%0�����P5����	
����/� 1 9 

An expert system for engineering insurance 2�=�	3'�����8��9�����$(�  /3'�����8��9������"��/����$(�2�=� 3 8.3 

A computer simulation model for analyzing the 
accounting systems for industrial companies 

�*=����P�
<���;3����@�<��JK0��
	�I������&f���
��	�$3�<��� 

�2�=��P�
<����40�$������@�<��JK0��
��	�$3�<����	�I������&f���
  

2 9.5 

A hybrid framework for optimal system design PS�T��2�=����*������8�"�� �6? *=�
��PS�T��*����
��8�"��P��� 2 9.5 

Tools for developing multimedia educational systems �QR�30���	���
�����*=������0F���&�!BC
B'����� 

���*=����c��$��&�!BCQR�30���B'����	���
��  1 10 

Intelligent dynamic scheduling for real time systems /�H�0���MH0���*=���	�@K�	�������B�	�!'# �MH0���	�=�T�	�@[���	�������'���	�!'"��
/5�5<�� 

1 10 

An interactive fuzzy goal programming model for 
multiobjective decision support systems 

�*IB�*=���	�
I�:4�	%0������'��	"��1�JK0��
B'������&� ��H���'�T�  

�2�=���	�
I�:4�	%0������'��	"��1�JK0��
��'�T��B'������&� ��5���K�)4� 

1 10 

A computer tool for knowledge acquisition in different 
domains 

�&A�"����/��	�������\�+�@A�;3����BC

�)���	:  

�/��	�������e L)�3A�	�103����BC
	:
�)����&A�"��� 

1 10 
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Title Machine Translation Original Translation Problem 
No. 

Score 

Agent approach for knowledge base systems 	�������'I�H�*=���P���������� 	�������'I�0H�*=���P������\0
3C 1 10 

Neural networks approach for controlling the 
operation of power transformer differential relay 

��P�G���4�/����*�<�����	�$�������&��$������������
 '5����0<��/H�:���*���� 

��� '�5���&A0<���/H�:���*�����P�G�4�/��*�<���
	�$�����&��$����\0
391 

2 8 

Expert system development tool based on routine 
design generic task 

���������	�������/
I�*R�5�����$)���2�=������0F4��BC
��/��4!����*�������	��� 

���/���
I�	�����$�������$)���*=�������c�����$���BC���0���F4
/��4!����*����
��2����������$�� 

3 8 

Investigating a new constraint solving approach within 
constraint logic programming 

���������	"��$����L(�8��'�'#�'�H�P�������,<1
'�5����	�5F���� 

����<��'����'#�	���5��6�,���<1���L���(�8�����B0����5���P
'�5����	�5F�����	"��$�� 

2 g 

Performance evaluation of proposed routing 
techniques for the internet 

�	��������5����&� ������+����&��������54�c�BC�*�������54
M����h� 

���&� ���+���� �����(A�	�����5��;�����3C�c�BC�*����54
M����i��	�$�� 

2 j 

A study on recent approaches in goal programming 
with an application 

���	���"��$���/�����	���S�'�����������/���
I�	���3� B
U�$F4�.�����'��� 

�������'����	��"��$���/����	��S�'<���;�����3k��	��3� B
	�5�$F4�	����/� 

4 8.75 

Visual composition for intelligent tutoring systems /@[���*�
�����*=���/R���.�"4 	�=�k��/R�����.�"���	�@[���*�
�����  1 9 

Integrating artificial intelligence with project 
management scheme 

�������� �B?�	�5��6�.���/I��FlA��c�@[���P���4
E!����� 

��� �B?�!�/I��F�����lA��c�@[��������8������1�P�����������
&�I!����� 

2 8 

An integer goal programming model for improving 
athletics training schedule 

����8����+<���	<�<���l�	�����'��	���"��1�JK0�����
/_������;� '�����!'# 

������������1��!�'#�8�+<���	<�<������'�A��	"��1�JK0��
	_�� �;� '4�m05���\����  

1 8 

Arabic text retrieval and classification using neural 
network 

����������4�!�	����1�����	���G
���D �����E�#�����3�
	�$�����	�$����2�')�3�1 

�������3���	�������1�����e 0���������������������4!�E�#�
	�$�����&��$����2�')�3�1 

1 8 

A computer_assisted tool for evaluation of Pascal 
programs 

����3�$�������1�*��5���;3���'I�+�1��BC ����'I�����+�1��������3�$���	����G
1���������1�*������5����BC
;3�<�� 

1 9 

Computer simulation�for a hospital resources planning /:��+��B �0��Q�F)���;3�<�����@�<� ��/�����]��;����3�<���2�')�����3�1������@�<����\0
����3C
/:��+��B �0��Q�F)�� 

1 7 

Decision support system for fuzzy multiple projects 
resources scheduling 

������B �0��������	�������!'"�� ��������5���*������IB�2�������=�
	%0�����B'������&�I!����� 

�����!'"��&� ���5���*�IB�2�=�������	�%0�����B �0�����	��
B'������&�I!���
� 

1 9 
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Title Machine Translation Original Translation Problem 
No. 

Score 

Knowledge modeling and representation using logic 
programming  

and constraint based approach 

�����������	��5F�����	�"��$���2�')��3�1�P��S�4!�	��������	#[��
/
I�*R�H������!�B0�H  

�	����"��$���2�')�����3�1�	�����������P�����S�4!�	����#[��
3C�!�	�5F����B0�5���/
I�/�$��\0
  

2 9 

Evaluation of flow control in integrated service digital 
network 

�����	����H�����	�$������/�����U�'������	��$H����*����54
	
��������	��')�� 

���&�����$���U�'4�&A'���/��*�<����&�3��3�*��54
&��')���	
������	��H����&�$3�<���&��$%�/� 

1 7 

Computer based system for item banks : analysis , 
design and implementation 

���	
>���3T�� 0̀����$��;���3���/���
I�*R����H�2����=��W
[�:�4!�*���4�!�P�
<4 

���������	
>�3T�� 0̀��$��/�d�2�=�/��������!�*����4�!�P��
<4�
�[�:�4 

1 7 

Assessment and applicability of software maintenance 
methodologies 

$F4�	����������?�!�*������54��	�������l�����������U�����
�&��"��$�� 

��	��������?�!�&�����"��$���	������l�&�����"����*����54
��5�$F4 

1 8 

Developing a tool for the fusion method in 
object_oriented�programming 

�����	���"��$���/�������'������	���5��F���BC���0���F4
�#0����	�>���� 

���/������'�����	��5��6�/��������')���3A��BC���0��F4
0����	�>�%�	"��1�#  

1 7 

Expert system development tool based on hierarchical 
classification  generic task 

��Z����
I�*R�����5���������$)���2�����=�������0����F4��BC
/��������������	������	����� 

���Z���
I�	�����$�������$)���*=�������c�����$���BC���0���F4
/�����������
��2����������$���	5��6 

2 8.5 

Decision support system for inventory management 
with an application 

��.������n!Y����)���� �BT� ������5���*����IB�2�����=�
U�$F4 

�����.����n!Y��)���� �BT� ����5���K���)4��*��IB�2���=�
	�5�$F4�	��� 

2 8.5 

Methodologies for expert system development ��$)���2�=������0F�������� ��$)���*=������0F���	�"����a�6 1 7 

Analysis of data mining methodologies &����$���;�5�4�������P�
<4 &����$���8I�;�5�����&��"����P�
<4 1 7 

Design of an oblique decision tree classifier using 
fuzzy measures 

��������2�')��3�1�P�R��� ��H��"%������*���4
	%0�����&�3��5�� 

����R���&� ��H��"��������*���4���2�')��3�1�	

	%0�����&�3��5�� 

2 8 

Total 431 

 



The evaluation results are shown in Table 4-2. This table shows that the 

51 noun phrases take 431 total score. The correctness of the 66 titles is 

about 88% in average 

 

Improving the Translation Output 
The analysis of the problems given above establishes that improving the 

translation is possible. One possibility of improvement is by acquiring 

more rules. These rules will be extracted from analyzing the three-phase 

translation process described in Chapter 3. Another possibility is by 

relying on the backtracking regime of Prolog that can be used for 

producing non-deterministic output. This feature will give all possible 

translations for the input text and let the user choose the suitable correct 

translation from alternatives. In following paragraphs we will explain the 

proposed solution, if any, for each problem.  

Synonyms of a noun 
This problem will be left as is since the different use of synonyms does 

not affect on the translation. This is explained by the following example. 

 
Title Machine translation	 Original translation	

An object_oriented 
approach for building 
hypermedia systems 

�QR�3!�*=��c��$���#0����/>�%�����
	F1���� 

�*=��c��$���#0����/>�%�\0
3C
	F1�������QR�30�� 

 
Definition with the article  

This problem leads to a paradox and cannot be dealt with because we were 

not able to formulate a comparative grammar rule nor a generation rule 

that can map the undefined English noun phrase to a defined Arabic noun 

phrase. This is explained by the following example. 

 
Title Machine translation	 Original translation	

A concurrent constraint 
logic programming 
language 

�'�5��	�5F���	"��1�	G�
�Y��	��  

�'�5����	�5F�����	"��$
��	G�
	���Y���� 
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Gender of the adjective 
This problem is solved by making an agreement between the adjective of 

the first noun in the noun phrase. This is specified by the following 

generation rule. 

IF   the noun phrase is in adjective “.EFB�9�:��” AND  
 the noun phrase contain more than one noun  
 before the adjective  

THEN apply the transformations of adjectives as if  the first noun 
  is the describe noun(”4�F�!3�”) 
 
The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of 

this rule. 

Title Machine translation	 Original translation	
An authoring shell for 
intelligent tutoring systems 

	�@[���*�
�����*=������94��BC 	�@[���*�
�����*=������94��BC 

 
Order of the adjective 
This problem is solved by switching the adjectives that are followed by 

two nouns with the first noun, then adding the preposition "" to the first 

noun. This is specified by the following transfer rule. 

 
 

(7) 

    [ADJ1:$1, N1:$2, N2:$3]   

�  [N1:$2,ADJ1:$1,N2:$3]  

�  [  N2:$3, ADJ1:$1, Sept:’’, N1:$2 ] 

 

 
This rule includes two steps. The first step is switching the adjectives that 

are followed by two nouns with the first noun. This means the adjective is 

describing the second noun. For example “proposed routing techniques” it  

will be transform to “routing proposed techniques” and in the second step 

it  will be add the preposition "" The following example shows the 

improvement realized by the addition of this rule. 
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Title Machine translation	 Original translation	

Performance evaluation of 
proposed routing 
techniques for the internet 

�	���5��&���54��c�BC�*��54
M����i��	�$���&� �+�
� 

� ���(A�	���5��;���3C�c�BC�*��54
M����i��	�$���&� �+��� 

 
 
Order of simple noun phrases 
This problem will be left as is since the order of noun phrases does not 

affect the translation. This is explained by the following example. 

Title Machine translation	 Original translation	
Neural networks approach 
for controlling the 
operation of power 
transformer differential 
relay 

�*�<���	�$�����&��$��������
��0<��/H�:���*�����P�G�4�/�
 '5�� 

�/H�:���*�����P�G�4�/��*�<���
�&��$����\0
391� '5���&A0<��
	�$���� 

 
 
Successive words form an expression 
This problem is solved by adding a compound form such as "constraint 

logic programming" (" 			"
 �#��	� �#$%��	� &'��") of the successive words to the 

dictionary.  

Translation of a preposition 
Adding the different translations of the preposition to the dictionary 

solves this problem. The non-deterministic feature of the system would 

produce alternative translations. For example, the preposition for is 

translated either as a "" or "(". This is explained by the following 

example. 

 
Title Machine translation	 Original translation	

Quality assurance for 
information system 
development 

�*=�����0F4�/��B0"���'�@94
&��0
���� 

�*=����0F4�/��B0"���'�@94
&��0
���� 
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Conjunction with "and" 
This problem is solved by adding the following grammar rule to deal with 

the exception made when "and" separates two nouns.  

 
np(np(Noun1,Sept,Noun2,NP)) ����      noun(Noun1), sept(Sept), 
noun(Noun2),np(NP) ,{Sept=sept(and)}. 
 
This also leads to adding the following transfer rule. 
 
 

(8) 

[NP:$1,N1:$2,Sept:and,N2:$3]  

�  [NP:$4[N1:$2,Sept:and, N2:$3],NP:$1] 

 

 

The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of 

these rules. 

Title Machine translation	 Original translation	
Knowledge modeling and 
representation using logic 
programming� 
and constraint based 
approach 

�2�')�3�1�	�������P�S�4!�	#[��
�/�$��\0
3C�!�	�5F�����	"��$��
B0�5���/
I 

�2�')�3�1�	�������P�S�4�!���'��
�*R�H������!�	�5F�����	"��$��
B0�5���/
I 

 

 
Adding the preposition "
"   

This problem is solved by adding "" for specific patterns. Four situations 

were identified to fill  this gab. Consequently, four transfer rules were 

added. These are described as follows: 

1. Adding the preposition "�" to the first noun in the pattern 

"adjective+noun+adjective+noun".  This is specified by the following 

transfer rule. 

 
 

(9) 

[ADJ1:$1, N1:$2, ADJ2:$3, N2:$4] �  

[N2:$4, ADJ2:$3, Sept:’’,  N1:$2, ADJ1:$1] 

 

 
The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of 

these rules. 
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Title Machine translation	 Original translation	
Expert system development tool 
based on routine design generic 
task 

�/
I�*R�5�����$)���2�=������0F4��BC
/��4!����*����
��	������	����� 

�	��$����$)���*=����c��$���BC���0F4
/��4!����*����
��2����������$���/
I 

 

2.  Adding the preposition "�" to the second noun that occurs in an 

adjective that are followed by three nouns. This is specified by the 

following transfer rule. 

 

(10) [ADJ1:$1, N1:$2, N2:$3, N3:$4] �  

[N3:$4,  Sept:’’,  N2:$3,  N1:$2, ADJ1:$1] 

 

The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of 

this rule. 

Title Machine translation	 Original translation	
Design of an oblique decision tree 
classifier using fuzzy measures 

�	
R��� ��H���"��������*���4
	%0�����&�3��5���2�')�3�1 

�&� ��H��"��������*���4
	%0�����&�3��5���2�')�3�1�	
R�� 

 

3. Adding the preposition "�" to the second noun that occurs in two 

noun followed by an adjective and noun. This is specified by the 

following transfer rule. 

(11) [N1:$1, N2:$2, ADJ:$3, N3:$4] �  

[N3:$4, ADJ:$3,  Sept:’’,  N2:$2,  N1:$1] 

 

The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of 

this rule. 

 

Original translation	Machine translation	�	���	
�&A0<���/H�:���*�����P�G�4�/��*�<���
	�$�����&��$����\0
391� '5�� 

�*������P�G�4�/��*�<���	�$�����&��$��������
� '5����0<���/H�:�� 
 

Neural networks approach 
for controlling the operation 
of power transformer 
differential relay 

4.  Adding the preposition "�" when only a noun occurs after the 

preposition "of". This is specified by the following transfer rule. 

 
(12) [NP:$1, Sept:of,  N:$2] �  [NP:$1,Sept:’’, N:$2]  
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The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of 

this rule. 

 

Original translation Machine translation  Titles 
�*=����/�� �̂_0�
��/��4��04C�'��04
��$)�� 

��$)���*=����/�� �̂_0�
��/��4��04C�'��04  
 

Automatic generation of 
explanation for expert systems 

 
Translation with additional words   

This problem will be left as is since the addition of the new words cannot 

be expected. This is explained by the following example. 

Title Machine translation	 Original translation	

Computer simulation	for a 
hospital resources planning�

��;������3�<���2�')�������3�1��������@�<�
/:��+��B �0��Q�F)�� 

���2�')��������3�1���������@�<����\0
�������3C
���B �0�����Q����F)���/����]��;���3�<��
/:��+� 

4.2.2 Experiment II 

The purpose of this experiment is  to test the system after implementing 

the solutions to problems encountered in experiment I.  So the system is 

run again on the same test  set. The obtained results along with the number 

of possible translations are shown in Table 4-3. 	

Table 4-3 Evaluation result of Experiment II 
 Titles Frequency 

1.  A concurrent constraint logic programming language 1 

2.  Project resource allocation with the support of an expert system based on 
fuzzy logic 

2 

3.  Towards a knowledge modeling approach in risk analysis domain 4 
4.  A computer based clinical information system 2 
5.  Automatic generation of explanation for expert systems 2 
6.  Enhancing authoring systems with the knowledge base concepts 2 
7.  Quality assurance for information system development 2 
8.  Comprehensive study on neural networks applications in mathematical 

programming 
2 

9.  Goal programming within the frame of constraint logic programming 4 
10.  Behavioral simulation of protein based digital systems 1 
11.  A knowledge based system for software maintenance 2 
12.  Multimedia based educational software 1 
13.  Developing a cost function in a competitive market using an 

operation_research technique 
1 
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 Titles Frequency 
14.  Building a decision support system for organization in competitive 

market 
2 

15.  A simulation model for transient storage�stations 4 
16.  An object_oriented approach for building hypermedia systems 2 
17.  Automatic knowledge acquisition tool for scheduling systems 4 
18.  Call admission control in high speed computer networks 2 
19.  Evaluation and improvement of work efficiency in wastewater stations 

using simulation technique 
1 

20.  On fuzzy multiobjective transportation problem 1 
21.  An expert system for engineering insurance 2 
22.  A computer simulation model for analyzing the accounting systems of 

industrial companies 
2 

23.  A hybrid framework for optimal system design 2 
24.  Tools for developing multimedia educational systems 4 
25.  Intelligent dynamic scheduling for real time systems 4 
26.  An interactive fuzzy goal programming model for multiobjective decision 

support systems 
8 

27.  A computer tool for knowledge acquisition in different domains 2 
28.  Agent approach for knowledge base systems 2 
29.  Neural networks approach for controlling the operation of power 

transformer differential relay 

12 

30.  Expert system development tool based on routine design generic task 4 

31.  Investigating a new constraint solving approach within constraint logic 
programming 

4 

32.  Performance evaluation of proposed routing techniques for the internet 16 

33.  A study on recent approaches in goal programming with an application 8 

34.  Visual composition for intelligent tutoring systems 4 
35.  Distributed data bases system features and impact on applications 6 

36.  Integrating artificial intelligence with project management scheme 2 

37.  An integer goal programming model for improving athletics training 
schedule 

8 

38.  Arabic text retrieval and classification using neural network 1 

39.  A computer_assisted tool for evaluation of Pascal programs 2 

40.  Computer simulation�for a hospital resources planning 2 

41.  Decision support system for fuzzy multiple projects resources scheduling 2 

42.  Knowledge modeling and representation using logic programming  

and constraint based approach 

1 

43.  Evaluation of flow control in integrated service digital network 1 

44.  Computer based system for item banks : analysis , design and 
implementation 

2 

45.  Assessment and applicability of software maintenance methodologies 1 

46.  Developing a tool for the fusion method in object_oriented�programming 2 

47.  Expert system development tool based on hierarchical classification  4 
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 Titles Frequency 
generic task 

48.  Decision support system for inventory management with an application 4 

49.  Methodologies for expert system development 2 

50.  Analysis of data mining methodologies 1 

51.  Design of an oblique decision tree classifier using fuzzy measures 8 

52.  Diagnostic method using non_monotonic reasoning 1 

53.  Cryptography for computer networks security 2 

54.  An object_oriented framework for accounting systems 2 

55.  A tool for knowledge discovery in life insurance data 2 

56.  Developing a text retrieval system with a natural language interface 2 

57.  Data mining for improving data bases capabilities 2 

58.  Diagnostic reasoning method using dynamic model 1 

59.  Authorization system in object_oriented data bases 1 

60.  Towards an object_oriented data bases 1 

61.  Intelligent dynamic scheduling for real time systems 4 

62.  On fuzzy activity network analysis 1 

63.  A firewalls�based scheme for computer networks security 2 

64.  Learning from analogical examples 1 

65.  A tool for local cash flow forecasting based on fuzzy neural network 2 

 Total 194 

Table 4-3 shows that an average of 3 Translations would be produced for each input. 

A list of the system output is given Appendix B. 

4.2.3 Experiment III 

The purpose of this experiment is to test the system on new titles to be sure that system 

output is satisfactory. The evaluation methodology is applied on 9 titles from computer 

science domain. This translation system gives 4 matched translations, See 

table 4-4. 
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Table 4-4 Matched Translation in Experiment III 
Original translation Machine translation Titles 

�.H0����JK����/��	�$�����&��$����W
P���������/
I�U�$F��� 

�-$�����JK����/��	�$�I�&��$%�W
U�$F4 
P�������� 

Neural networks in 
forecasting models : Nile 
river application 

�	�$�����&��$����*�
����'�'#�2V� �0(
	�F5���	�F(�	��B�2')�+4�/��� 

 /��*
��
��'�'#�	��V �0(�&��$����
	�F5�����	�F)���	��'���2�')�3�1�	�$����  
 

A new algorithm for 
learning in neural networks 
using piecewise linear 
function 

�M����i��	�$%�8��9���P������JK0��
	��H0���!�������/��=��2�')�3�1 

�M����i��	�$%�8��9���P������JK0��
!�	��H0���&���54�2�')�3�1������  An integrated model for 

internet security using 
prevention and detection 
techniques� 

�&��0G
���&�5�$F4�/��mV�0�����LG�3�
	�1�+<�� 

&��0G
���&�5�$F4�/��mV�0�����LG�3� 
	�1�+<�� 

Exploiting parallelism in 
computational linguistics 
applications 

The remaining 5 titles have problems that arise from the divergences and 

mismatches between source and target phrases. See table 4-5 

Table 4-5 Evaluation result in Experiment III 
Titles Machine 

translation 
Original translation Problem 

No. 
Score 

A data communication 
network over electric 
power distribution 
networks  

�&����1�&A��4��	�$%
� '5���.�V04�&��$%�/
I
	�1����� 

�P��4�	��H����&A��4L��	�$%
�m05���.�V04�&��$%�/
I
	�1����� 

2 8.5 

Performance analysis 
of microwave 
distributed amplifiers 
 

�&��$�����c�BC�P�
<4
�	#0����	IV0���
	�R!������ 

�	IV0����&��$�����c�BC�P�
<4
4�/����&�#0����Y���/��P��

	�R!������ 

1 7 

A new image 
compression technique 
using wavelet and 
vector quantization 
  

�'�'#� 0l�QG_�	��54
�	���4�!�	"�0����2�')�3�1
��"���� 

�&����1�QG���'�'#�	5��6�
�!�&�"�0����2�')�3�1� 0���
&��"�����	���4  
  

4 8.25 

Image coding 
techniques using 
wavelets and fractals 
 

� 0����'�0�4�&���54
�!�&�"�0����2�')�3�1
&��RY"�� 

�2�')�3�1� 0����'�0�4�a�6
&��RY"���!�&�"�0��� 

1 10 

A new approach for 
realizing electronic 
chaos generators 
  

�&�'�0��U�5<���'�'#�����
	��!����i��Z_0:�� 

U�5<���'�'#�o�"4��&�'�0��
	��!����i��Z_0:�� 

1 10 

Total 43.8 
 
The evaluation results are shown in Table 4-5. This table shows that the 5 noun phrases 

takes 43.8 total score. The correctness of the 9 titles is about 93% in average 
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Order of the adjective 
Two additional situations that belong to the order of adjective problems mentioned 

above.  In the same manner, switching the adjective for the specific patterns makes the 

solution. Consequently, two transfer rules were added. They are described as follows: 

 

1. Switching an adjective with the noun that precedes it. This is specified by the 

following transfer rule. 

 
(13)     N1:$1,ADJ:$2,N2:$3 

�ADJ:$2, N1:$2, N2:$3 

 

The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of 

this rule. 

Title Machine translation	 Original translation	
Performance evaluation of 
microwave distributed amplifier 

�	#0�����&��$�����c�BC�P�
<4
�	IV0����	�R!������ 
 

�/����	IV0����&��$�����c�BC�P�
<4
	�R!�������&�#0����Y���/��P��4 

 

2.  Moving the adjective that are followed by three nouns after the second 

noun, then adding the preposition "�" to the second noun. This is 

specified by the following transfer rule. 

(14)     ADJ:$1,N1:$2,N2:$3,N3:$4 

�  N3:$4,ADJ:$1,Sept’’,  N2:$3,N1:$2 

 

The following example shows the improvement realized by the addition of this rule. 

Title Machine translation	 Original translation	

A new image compression 
technique using wavelet and 
vector quantization 

 0����QG���'�'#�	��54��2�')�3�1
��"�����	���4�!�	"�0��� 

� 0����&����1�QG���'�'#�	5��6
�����	���4�!�&�"�0����2�')�3�1&��"   
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

�����������"���	�
��! 
 �

 

5.1 Conclusion 
This thesis has been concentrated on issues in the design and 

implementation of a transfer-based machine translation system, which 

translates an English noun phrase into Arabic. We found that the 

translation of the title of scientific text, e.g. thesis and journal, to be 

closely applicable to this system. A major design goal of this system is 

that it  can be used as a stand-alone tool and can be very well integrated 

with a general MT system for English sentence. It  consists of three main 

modules, responsible for analysis, transfer, and generation. The system 

uses an English-Arabic bilingual dictionary, an English monolingual, and 

an Arabic monolingual dictionary. The system is implemented in Prolog 

and the parser is written in DCG formalism.  

 

The development of the parser is a two-step process. In the first step, we 

acquire the rules that constitute a grammar for the English noun phrase 

that gives a precise account of what it  is for a noun phrase to be 

grammatical. This was performed by examining large number of titles in 

the computer science domain. The grammar covers simple and compound 

noun phrases. A compound noun phrase is two or more simple noun phrase 

connected by a separator. A separator helps in recognizing the beginning 

of a new noun phrase. The second step of the analysis component is to 
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implement the parser that assigns grammatical structure onto input noun 

phrase. In order to implement the parser, it  was needed to perform 

morphological analysis on the inflected Arabic words. An English 

monolingual dictionary was also needed to successfully implement the 

morphological analyzer. The morphological analyzer returns to the parser 

the words in its primitive form with some additional information such as 

the number of a noun. Entries of the English dictionary can be 

prepositions, conjunctions, punctuation symbols, adjectives, and nouns. 

Considering nouns, it  is stored in the dictionary in their singular form. In 

addition, the Arabic dictionary also includes entries for compound forms, 

usually for technical terms, and irregular nouns. 

 

The transfer module systems rely on mappings between the surface 

structure of sentences: a collection of tree-to-tree transformations is 

applied recursively to the analysis tree of the source language in order to 

construct a target language analysis. The tree-to-tree transformation 

algorithm is a recursive, non-deterministic, top-down process in which 

one side of the tree-to-tree transfer rules is matched against the input 

structure, resulting in the structure on the right-hand-side. Just as the 

analysis component has a dictionary so also the transfer component has a 

bilingual dictionary. This dictionary relates the primitive form of the 

English lexical units to the primitive form of the Arabic lexical units. 

 

In our noun phrase translator, the actual translation occurs in the transfer 

phase. The problems encountered while designing this phase comes from 

the divergences and mismatches between source and target sentences. In 

general, several different transfer rules will be able to apply to a 

structure, giving alternative (not necessarily correct) translations. 

Alternative translations may be inevitable because the translation rules 

produce correct target structure in some cases while they produce non-

acceptable-grammatically incorrect- translations in the others.  
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The generation component is responsible for synthesizing the Arabic 

words in its right form. The generated syntactic tree is traversed in a 

depth-first manner to produce the surface Arabic noun phrase.  

 

The input to this module is the origin of the Arabic words, which is 

passed by transfer phase with some information about each word. The 

output is the Inflected Arabic word. This module synthesizes right number 

and definition of a noun, and the right definition and gender of an 

adjective. This process includes an Arabic monolingual dictionary. 

Considering nouns and adjectives, they are stored in the dictionary in 

their singular masculine form. 

 

In order to evaluate the correctness of our MT system we developed an 

evaluation methodology. This methodology is based on a comparison 

between the system output with the original translation of the input text. 

In order to improve the translation output the evaluation methodology is 

applied on successive stages that includes a cycle of translation, error 

identification, correction, and re-translation until  no more changes can be 

made cost effectively and without diminishing the quality of other areas 

of the system. 

 

Three experiments were conducted. The results observed in first 

experiment were satisfactory. It  shows that 88% of the translation were 

correct. Then, the system output is improved by solving the main problem 

encountered in this experiment. In the second experiment the system is run 

again on the same test set. The obtained results show that an average of 3 translations 

would be produced for each input noun phrase. In the third experiment the system 

were tested on new titles. It  shows that 93% of the translation were correct. 
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5.2 Future Work  

We have several on going activities, all  concerned with extending our 

thesis work to be more powerful and applicable. In what follows, we 

present some of these activities.  

 

Implement the semantic analysis phase, which concerns representing the 

meaning of an individual noun phrase. This task is difficult because there 

is no universally accepted notation has been devised for semantics. This 

phase is essential for solving semantics ambiguities. 

 

Conduct a comparative study by reimplementing the translation using 

other translation approaches such as interlingual and example-based 

translation.  

 

Integrate this system into some other applications such as systems for 

teaching Arabic as a foreign language. 

 

As noun phrases are frequently used in scientific and technical 

documents, we would also like to look into the issue of extending our 

system to be able translate scientific and technical material such as 

computer manuals. 
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knowledge base verification 
��������'I�H�U�5<4  
 
problems in software maintenance 
&��"��$�������l�/��&L���  
 
design and implementation of a system for program 
verification 
�����$���U�5<���2�=��[�:�4�!�*���4  
 
analysis and evaluation to some time stamp based algorithms 
in data base concurrency control 

'I�H�uV�04�	$H����/��MH0���2�')�3��/
I�	�R�H�&���V �0(�v �$��*��54�!�P�
<4&����$���   
 
data modeling in data bases and conversion between models 
JK������8�1�P�0<4�!�&����$���'I�0H�/��&����$����#[��  
 
knowledge base techniques in an arabic syntax analysis 
environment 
	�1�I��G�����1�P�
<4��>�1�/����������'I�H�&���54  
 
assessment of structure using neural networks approach 
	�$�����&��$���������2�')�3�1�c���i��*��54  
 
a natural language interface for querying a relational data 
base systems 
	�5RLI�&����1�'I�H�*=��8I� �+:�3A�	���$6�	G��	�#�!  
 
performance evaluation of routing in integrated service 
digital network 
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��������	��')���	��H����	�$����/��&� �+����c�BC�*��54  
 
computer based corporate financial simulation modeling 
system 
;3���/
I�	�R�5���	�@�����	�������o�@�<�����#[���2�=�  
 
decision support system for financial management 
	������� �Bh�� ��5���*IB�2�=�  
 
an intelligent assistant for extracting knowledge from a 
data base 
&����1�'I�H�8����������e L)�3A�/@K�'I�+�  
 
conversion of isolated data bases into a distributed data 
base system 

�=��/���	
�:�����&����$���'I�0H�P�0<4	IV0��&����1�'I�H�2   
 
providing an intelligent behaviour to relational data base 
system 
	�5RL����&����$���'I�H�2�=���/@K� 0̀
3�c�FI�  
 
data recovery system in relational data bases 
	�5RL����&����$���'I�0H�/��&����$���oB���3?�2�=�  
 
data integrity control system for relational data bases 
	�5RL����&����$���'I�05��&����$���P���4�	$H����2�=�  
 
contribution to the solution of fingerprint identification 
problem 
	��$���	51�F��	
����P<��	���+�  
 
expert system techniques for software development of a 
computer_aided arabic translation system 
;3�<���'I�+�1�	�1�I��G��	�#�4�2�=��&��"��1���0F�����$)���2�=����&���54  
 
decision support for clinical knowledge base systems 
	����
@i����������'I�H�*=��� ��5���*IB  
 
neural networks for economic decision making 

	�$�I�&��$%mB���Hi�� ��5���.����   
 
a fuzzy logic system for seismic predictions 
�VAY���&�c0$����mV���/5F���2�=�  
 
design of a classifier for fingerprint identification 
	��$���	51�F��������*���4  
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dependency networks as a knowledge representation scheme 
B���I��&��$%������P�S�4�	5��F@�	�   

 
study of optimization space in feedforward neural networks 
��[G����	����T��	�$�����&��$����/����
S�T��c����	3� B  
 
building an expert system for determining the value of 
custom purposes 
	�@��"���w ��7T��'�'<4����5����$(�2�=��c��1  
 
sharable and reusable infraknowledge for large scale 
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